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About ZLHR
Zimbabwe Lawyers for Human Rights (ZLHR) is a not for profit membership organisation that was
established in 1996. Its core objective is to foster a culture of human rights in Zimbabwe and encourage
the growth and strengthening of human rights at all levels of Zimbabwean society. ZLHR is committed to
upholding the rule of law and the unimpeded administration of justice; free and fair elections; the free
flow of information; and the protection of constitutional rights and freedoms in Zimbabwe and the
surrounding region. These values are central to the organisation’s programme activities. Its core mission
is to protect and promote human rights through litigation, education and advocacy. ZLHR has three main
programmatic focus areas namely: Constitutional and Human Rights Litigation; Institutional
Strengthening, Capacity and Rights Literacy; and finally, Research and Advocacy.

ZLHR’s Litigation Programme
One facet of the litigation programme entails work to protect human rights defenders (HRDs)1 who face
retaliation related to their legitimate human rights work or activism as individuals, or as part of
institutions, groupings or associations. ZHLR also works to promote a conducive environment that
enables HRDs to continue with their work, in a safer environment. Through its interventions, ZLHR
specifically:
 Provides emergency legal support services to HRDs in distress throughout Zimbabwe;
 Provides consistent follow-up legal support, including in strategic cases to combat impunity;
 Documents violations against HRDs and practices that restrict the operating space, and conducts
advocacy to push back against these; and
 Builds capacity of HRDs, for the protection and promotion of human rights within communities,
and to conduct training of fellow HRDs.

Legal Services
ZLHR provides legal services as a safety net to protect the rights to liberty, fair trial and personal security
of HRDs and to support their work by limiting any illegal interference. Over the past two decades, ZLHR
has provided emergency legal services to thousands of HRDs. ZLHR’s member lawyers in private practice
are geographically spread throughout the country, giving ZLHR capacity to react speedily and effectively
to human rights violations anywhere, regardless of the location in which they occur. ZLHR member
lawyers are supported by a Secretariat that has offices in three cities, namely Harare, Bulawayo and
Mutare.
ZLHR operates a 24-hour hotline emergency rapid response service, to support victims of arbitrary and
unlawful arrests, arbitrary detention, malicious prosecution, rights violations, or those facing other
imminent harm from state and non-state actors. Within minutes of receiving a distress call, ZLHR is able
to deploy lawyers to provide legal services to victims. ZLHR’s response helps ensure accountability for
the actions of police and other state agents, minimising incidences of torture and other ill-treatment,
and curtailing the extent of arbitrary detentions and malicious prosecutions. Where malicious
prosecutions are pursued, ZLHR provides criminal defence support to HRDs throughout their trials.
ZLHR also undertakes a wide range of human rights litigation cases. The cases include strategic impact
litigation aimed at effecting changes to law, policy and practice with a wider impact on society. Other
cases seek to combat impunity by providing redress to victims of rights violations. ZLHR also undertakes
constitutional litigation to challenge unconstitutional laws and practices, and to protect and uphold
1
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constitutional rights and obligations; and public interest litigation to promote accountability, good
governance and the rule of law. ZLHR has a working relationship with the Zimbabwe Human Rights
Commission (ZHRC), with whom it has established a two-way referral mechanism. Where domestic
remedies have been exhausted, or are not available, ZLHR also refers cases to the African Commission
on Human and Peoples’ Rights. In some cases urgent appeals are referred to the African Commission’s
Special Mechanisms and the United Nations (UN) Special Procedures.

Capacity building and advocacy
ZLHR conducts capacity building and advocacy initiatives, including providing training, information
products, and strategic advice for HRDs. ZLHR’s advocacy initiatives to support HRDs are conducted at
the national, sub-regional, regional and international levels. The advocacy includes monitoring human
rights developments, human rights law training, stakeholder engagement, research and publications.
The advocacy interventions provide evidence based information to enable targeted interventions for the
promotion of a safe and enabling operating environment for HRDs.
ZLHR has extensive experience working with the UN and the African Union (AU) human rights organs.
ZLHR disseminates real time information in HRDs emergency cases. The organisation also sends reports
on the situation of HRDs, calling for interventions by the charter-based human rights mechanisms such
as the UN special mechanisms, and by the African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights special
mechanisms. ZLHR has observer status with the African Commission, and it also provides leadership in
the UN Human Rights Council Universal Periodic Review (UPR) Civil Society Organisation (CSO)
stakeholder submission processes, coordinating and facilitating the preparation of the stakeholder
report with partners, and is a member of the Universal Periodic Review National Steering Committee.
ZLHR has been conducting advocacy through these mechanisms to raise international awareness of the
human rights situation in Zimbabwe, to prevent further attacks and violations against HRDs.
Over the years, ZLHR has also fostered strategic networks with law-based organisations and other
networks such as the International Bar Association (IBA), SADC Lawyers Association (SADC-LA), the
Southern Africa Human Rights Defenders Network (SAHRDN), the Pan African Lawyers’ Union and the
Pan African HRDs Network, through attendance at strategic meetings and seminars, to harness support
for human rights lawyers and defenders in Zimbabwe.
At the local level, ZLHR interacts with the Zimbabwe Human Rights Commission (ZHRC) and aims to
provide mutual support, sharing of information and access to justice for victims, to promote and protect
human rights in Zimbabwe.
ZLHR’s capacity building efforts involve periodic training and capacitation of human rights lawyers and
HRDs, including on risk management, digital security and mitigation strategies. These trainings are
meant to capacitate and empower HRDs and lawyers, reducing their vulnerabilities in a hostile
environment. ZLHR also trains HRDs and lawyers working on cases of HRDs on human rights law, and
broader human rights issues.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

The Constitution of Zimbabwe guarantees rights to freedom of expression and freedom of the
media,2 freedom of access to information,3 freedom of assembly and association,4 freedom of
conscience,5 and political rights, including to participate in peaceful political activities to
influence, challenge or support the policies of the Government.6 These rights are important
vehicles which enable citizens to express their opinions and to participate in governance
processes, with the goal of consolidating participatory democracy and contributing towards the
peaceful and just functioning of society. The Constitution is the supreme law of the land, and all
legislation should be aligned and interpreted in accordance with its provisions. In spite of these
constitutional protections however, Zimbabwe Lawyers for Human Rights (ZLHR) has
documented these constitutional protections being repeatedly violated in law and in practice,
with peaceful protests, activism, and criticism of the government being severely restricted. The
state continues to introduce and implement vague criminal laws restricting these rights or
making it impossible to exercise them.
Following the November 2017 unconstitutional change of government overthrowing former
authoritarian President Mugabe, and the July 2018 elections bringing in the current Zimbabwe
African National Union – Patriotic Front (ZANU PF) regime under President Mnangagwa, there
were hopes for widespread and holistic institutional reforms. On numerous occasions, citizens
have bravely taken to the streets, or have otherwise publicly expressed their opinions, to
exercise their rights and challenge the new government on varying issues such as economic
governance, human rights and electoral malpractices. Unfortunately, in this report’s analysis of
the period between 2018 and 2021, instead of an opening of civic space, ZLHR has documented
thousands of cases of human rights defenders (HRDs) being subjected to gross violations of
their rights, including through unlawful killings, torture, beatings, arbitrary arrests and
detention, death threats, harassment and defamation. These acts have been conducted with
impunity. When HRDs have reported on these violations they have been faced with retaliation,
instead of the effective investigation and prosecution required under domestic and international
law. HRDs, notably Joanna Mamombe, Cecilia Chimbiri and Netsai Marova, have been
subjected to arbitrary arrests and criminal prosecution for making “false” reports of rights

2
3
4
5
6

Constitution of Zimbabwe Amendment (No. 20) Act 2013, Section 61
Constitution of Zimbabwe Amendment (No. 20) Act 2013, Section 62.
Constitution of Zimbabwe Amendment (No. 20) Act 2013, Section 58.
Constitution of Zimbabwe Amendment (No. 20) Act 2013, Section 60.
Constitution of Zimbabwe Amendment (No. 20) Act 2013, Section 67.
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violations. HRDs have also been particularly targeted, and subjected to acts of intimidation and
reprisals, for international advocacy on human rights issues,7 with state actors accusing HRDs
and civil society organisations (CSOs) of conducting “anti-government activities” or with
putting the image of Zimbabwe into disrepute before the international community.
Chapters 5 and 6 of this report detail how the criminal justice system is being systematically
misused to persecute HRDs, through the application of repressive laws that the state has failed
or neglected to align to the Constitution. The state has also introduced new laws, including
amendments to the Constitution, that have increased executive control over the judiciary
limiting its independence, and new criminal provisions restricting freedom of assembly,
association and expression. HRDs are being systematically targeted and subjected to long
periods of incarceration in maximum security prisons on false and trumped-up charges, for
example, in the trials of Fadzayi Mahere, Makomborero Haruzivishe and Hopewell Chin’ono.
As will be seen, the malicious prosecutions have been instigated as a tool of intimidation, with
very few HRDs actually being convicted. In these cases, the National Prosecuting Authority has
demonstrated a lack of genuine will to prosecute, with multiple postponements of trials, and a
failure to present concrete evidence, but the proceedings are drawn out over several years. Just
the threat of prosecution, the traumatic experiences of being detained in dehumanising
conditions in police and prisons cells, and the lengthy trials and postponements, have severe
impacts on HRDs’ health, personal lives, families and their work.
Despite the important role that CSOs play — for example in supporting vital social services
such as health, counselling, humanitarian relief and charitable services, in an environment
where the government is facing serious financial constraints and failing to cater to the needs of
citizens — CSOs and their employees, and/or members, have increasingly been the target of
attacks from the state. As the country’s economic situation continues to worsen — and as the
country prepares for by-elections at the end of March 2022 as well as harmonised elections in
2023 — citizens are increasingly engaging in matters of governance, demanding accountability
and transparency from the government. CSOs have supported citizens in these engagements,
and played a watchdog role in holding government to account, highlighting cases of corruption,
mismanagement of state resources and instances of human rights violations, as well as serving
as a source of information to the public. As a result, they have found themselves the target of
the wrath of the state, often accused of supporting opposition parties or being “regime change
agents”, and being subjected to arbitrary administrative directives and crackdowns restricting
their operations. This has culminated in the gazetting of the Private Voluntary Organisations
(Amendment) Act, 2021 (the PVO Bill) which, if passed in the form in which it was gazetted,
will result in gross over-regulation and criminalisation of legitimate activities of CSOs.

7

UN Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR) Special Rapporteur on Human Rights Defenders
“Challenges faced by human rights defenders” (2021) at https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/SRHRDefenders/
Pages/Challenges.aspx.
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This publication documents the increasing use of repressive laws and other forms of
persecution to crack down on (HRDs) in Zimbabwe, since President Emmerson Mnangagwa’s
government formally came into office in 2018.
Chapter 2 commences with an overview of the international and regional standards and good
practices for the recognition, protection and promotion of the rights of HRDs, as well as the
protection framework for HRDs at the national level, as a benchmark to measure against the
current legal and policy framework, and practices, in Zimbabwe.
Chapter 3 then provides a contextual analysis of increasing civic unrest in Zimbabwe since
2018, and the state’s authoritarian response.
Chapter 4 considers the different forms of attacks that the state has used to crackdown on
HRDs, taking a closer look at the impact of these attacks on the lives of HRDs and their families.
Despite facing enormous challenges in an increasingly hostile environment, Zimbabwean HRDs
have shown resilience and a determination to continue carrying out their legitimate human
rights work.
Chapter 5 gives an overview of the legislation that is being used to maliciously prosecute
HRDs, finding that many of the existing laws are overly restrictive, vague or overly broad and,
as such, open to abuse. The legislative framework is shown to fall short of Zimbabwe’s regional
and international obligations as well as the Constitution.
Chapter 6 gives a snapshot of ZLHR’s cases representing HRDs in malicious prosecutions in the
years under review. These cases illustrate a concerning pattern of systematic abuse of the
criminal justice system, with the state using and misusing existing legislation to target HRDs
and stifle freedom of expression, assembly and association. The cases demonstrate the
judiciary’s systematic denial of bail and authorisation of extensive pre-trial detention in
inhuman and degrading prison conditions.
Chapter 7 proffers recommendations to the government of Zimbabwe for legislative and other
reforms to support and protect the work of HRDs and provide redress for human rights
violations, in accordance with its obligations under international and constitutional law.

4
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Chapter 2
Human Rights Defenders

“Human rights defenders” (HRDs) are people who, individually or with others, act to promote
or protect human rights in a peaceful manner.8 The term was officially coined in the 1998
Declaration on the Rights and Responsibility of Individuals, Groups and Organisations of
Society to Promote and Protect Universally Recognized Human Rights and Fundamental
Freedoms9 (the Declaration on Human Rights Defenders). Fact Sheet 29 of the Office of the High
Commissioner for Human Rights10 defines an HRD simply as “anyone working for the
promotion and protection of human rights”.11 The definition of an HRD is deliberately broad
and “incorporates professional as well as non-professional human rights workers, volunteers,
journalists, lawyers, activists and anyone else carrying out, even on an occasional basis, a
human rights activity”.12 Amnesty International lists many different activities conducted by
HRDs, including to:

8



Document abuses by collecting evidence of human rights violations



Raise awareness of abuses through public campaigns in the media, online and in
their community



Report violations to international bodies like the UN [and African Commission on
Human and Peoples’ Rights]



Put pressure on perpetrators of abuse to change their behaviour



Lobby people in positions of influence and power, e.g. representatives of
governments, corporations, and other non-state actors



Pursue legal avenues for justice through casework, advice and legal representation



Offer practical support to people who have survived human rights abuses, eg. by
offering temporary shelter or advising on how to seek justice

See United Nations Human Rights Office of the High Commissioner “Human rights defenders” available at HRDs Under
Threat- Final - v1b.docx
9 Declaration on the Rights and Responsibility of Individuals, Groups and Organisations of Society to Promote and Protect
Universally Recognized Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms adopted by UN General Assembly Resolution 53/144, 9
December 1998, A/RES/53/144.
10 UN Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR) “Human Rights Defenders: Protecting the Right to Defend
Human Rights, Fact Sheet No. 29” available at https://www.refworld.org/docid/479477470.html [accessed 8 June 2019].
11 As above.
12 See International Service for Human Rights “UN Declaration on Human Rights Defenders” (2013) available at
https://www.ishr.ch/news/un-declaration-human-rights-defenders.
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Educate people about their rights, teach them how to defend them and empower
them to challenge those who deny them.13

HRDs play a fundamental role in any society, contributing to the respect, protection and
promotion of social, economic, political, civil and cultural rights and overall respect for the rule
of law. However, as will be highlighted in this publication, the promotion of human rights
involves dealing with sensitive issues which often makes HRDs and people close to them, such
as their families, a target of abuse.14 HRDs in Zimbabwe, and across the globe, are at risk of
harassment, intimidation, torture, arbitrary arrests and malicious prosecution, lengthy pre-trial
detentions, imprisonment, enforced disappearance and extrajudicial killings. The abuse is
meant to dissuade HRDs from carrying out their human rights work and holding authorities to
account.

2.1 International and Regional Protection Standards for HRDs
Zimbabwe has ratified numerous human rights instruments from the African Union and United
Nations human rights architecture, the provisions of which HRDs actively seek to promote.
Documents that specifically speak to the situation of HRDs and the obligations of states to
uphold their liberties and ensure open civic space include the United Nations (UN) General
Assembly, Resolution A/RES/53/144 of 1998, the Declaration on the Right and Responsibility of
Individuals, Groups and Organs of Society to Promote and Protect Universally Recognised
Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (commonly referred to as the UN Declaration on
Human Rights Defenders).
The Declaration on Human Rights Defenders aimed to afford HRDs legitimacy and recognition
within international human rights law, and to raise and enhance their protection so that they
could continue their important work. Although the Declaration is not legally binding, it was
adopted by the United Nations General Assembly by consensus, representing a strong
commitment by states to implement the Declaration which contains principles and rights that
are based on human rights standards enshrined in other legally binding international
instruments.15 Article 1 of the HRDs Declaration provides that: “Everyone has the right,
individually and in association with others, to promote and to strive for the protection and
realization of human rights and fundamental freedoms at the national and international levels.”
In 2000, the United Nations Human Rights Commission also established the mandate of the
Special Rapporteur on the Situation of Human Rights Defenders. The duties of the Special
Rapporteur include, but are not limited to, receiving information provided by HRDs, including
complaints regarding violations of their rights, and using this information to determine the

13 See Amnesty International “Human rights defenders – some of the bravest people in the world” (2018) available at
https://www.amnesty.org.uk/<human-rights-defenders-what-are-hrds [accessed 10 June 2019].
14 As above. Discussed in more detail in Chapters 4 and 6.
15 Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR) “Declaration on Human Rights Defenders” available at
https://www.ohchr.org/en/issues/srhrdefenders/pages/declaration.aspx [accessed 11 June 2019].
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issues and questions to be raised with the countries concerned. The Rapporteur makes contact
with states of concern through writing communications or conducting country visits (when
invited by the governments) to examine the situation of human rights defenders and make
recommendations in their reports. The Rapporteur has never visited Zimbabwe, but Zimbabwe
has received various communications from this mandate.16
Due to the special concerns of safety and security of women HRDs, in 2010 the United Nations
Human Rights Council General Assembly (UNHRC) recognised in Resolution 13/13 on Protection
of Human Rights Defenders “the immediate need to put an end to and take concrete steps to
prevent threats, harassment, violence, including gender-based violence”, and encouraged states
to strengthen mechanisms for consultation and dialogue with women HRDs. In 2013, a group of
countries pushed for the adoption of a United Nations resolution on “Protecting women human
rights defenders”.17 Norway was one of the countries that championed the tabling of this
resolution.18 UN General Assembly Resolution 68/181 of 18 December 2013, Promotion of the
Declaration on the Right and Responsibility of Individuals, Groups and Organs of Society to Promote
and Protect Universally Recognized Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms: protecting women
human rights defenders, specifically addresses issues of women HRDs and calls on UN member
states to take appropriate, robust and practical steps to protect women HRDs. It also urges
states to acknowledge publicly the important and legitimate role of women HRDs in the
promotion and protection of human rights, democracy, the rule of law and development.
The African Commission on Human and People’s Rights has specifically recognised the
importance of the UN Declaration on Human Rights Defenders, and called upon states to
implement it in Africa. Over the years, the Commission has adopted several declarations which
refer specifically to the rights of HRDs. These declarations include the Kigali Declaration,19
which “[r]ecognises the important role of civil society organisations (CSOs) in general and
human rights defenders in particular, in the protection and promotion of human rights is
Africa, calls upon Member States and regional institutions to protect them and encourage the
participation of CSOs in decision making ….”. The Resolution on the Protection of African
Human Rights Defenders20 also established the mandate of the Special Rapporteur for Human
Rights Defenders in Africa, whose functions include: receiving urgent petitions from human
rights defenders that are then referred to the government involved, on-site visits to countries,

16 See communications under Mandate: “human rights defender” and State/Entity: “Zimbabwe” available at
https://spcommreports.ohchr.org/TmSearch/Results.
17 R Hanzi In Their Capacity as Human Rights Defenders: Women (2015) Zimbabwe Lawyers for Human Rights 3.
18 As above.
19 African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights “Kigali Declaration 2003” available at https://www.achpr.org/
legalinstruments/detail?id=39.
20 See African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights “Resolution on the Protection of Human Rights Defenders In Africa”,
4 June 2004, ACHPR/Res.69(XXV)03 available at: https://www.refworld.org/docid/5194a0c84.html (3 March 2022)
[accessed 15 June 2019].
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submitting activity reports, and raising questions on the protection of human rights defenders
during the sessions of the African Commission.21
In accordance with these international and regional standards, several states have in recent
years adopted laws explicitly protecting defenders, and established their own national
protection programmes.22

2.2 Protection framework for HRDs in Zimbabwe
Zimbabwe has not adopted specific laws to protect and promote the rights of HRDs, unlike
other countries such as Cote d’Ivoire. In spite of this gap, HRDs going about their legitimate
activities are protected by the provisions in the Constitution of Zimbabwe that support the
protection of a free democratic space in which fundamental human rights and freedoms are
upheld. Chapter 4 of the Constitution provides for a comprehensive Declaration of Rights
which applies to everyone, including HRDs. It has precise provisions protecting civil and
political rights which, if fully implemented, would enable HRDs to freely operate and
participate in the governance of the country without repression.
The rights enshrined include, but are not limited to, the rights: to life (section 48), to personal
liberty (section 49), of arrested and detained persons (section 50), to human dignity (section 51),
to personal security (section 52), to freedom from torture or cruel, inhuman or degrading
treatment or punishment (section 53), to freedom of assembly and association (section 58), to
freedom to demonstrate and petition (section 59), and to freedom of expression and of the
media (section 61).
Some of these fundamental rights are not absolute.23 This means that there are limited
circumstances in which the limitation of the right can be reasonably justified. Section 86(2) of
the Constitution explicitly lays out the considerations for the limitation of fundamental rights. It
lists six factors that a court should take into account to determine whether or not a limitation is
reasonable and justifiable in a democratic society, which are provided as follows:
2. The fundamental rights and freedoms set out in this Chapter may be limited only in
terms of a law of general application and to the extent that the limitation is fair, reasonable,
necessary and justifiable in a democratic society based on openness, justice, human dignity,
equality and freedom, taking into account all relevant factors, including:a. the nature of the right or freedom concerned;

21 Nah AM, Bennett K, Ingleton D & Savage J “A research agenda for the protection of human rights defenders” (2013) Vol 5(3)
Journal of Human Rights Practice 401-420. Available at https://doi.org/10.1093/ jhuman/hut026.
22 See Amnesty International “Human rights defenders – some of the bravest people in the world” available at
https://www.amnesty.org.uk/human-rights-defenders-what-are-hrds [accessed on 15 June 2019].
23 It should be noted that some rights are absolute and cannot be limited. Such rights include the right to human dignity, not
to be tortured or subjected to cruel, inhuman and degrading treatment or punishment; and the right not to be placed in
slavery.
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b. the purpose of the limitation, in particular, whether it is necessary in the interests of
defence, public safety, public order, public morality, public health, regional or town
planning or the general public interest;
c. the nature and extent of the limitation;
d. the need to ensure that the enjoyment of rights and freedoms by any person does not
prejudice the rights and freedoms of others;
e. the relationship between the limitation and its purpose, in particular, whether it
imposes greater restrictions on the right or freedom concerned than are necessary to
achieve its purpose; and
f. whether there are any less restrictive means of achieving the purpose of the
limitation. [Emphasis added]
Although the Constitution of Zimbabwe and several regional and international treaties
guarantee the rights to civic and political participation, Chapter 5 of this publication highlights
several laws and provisions in Zimbabwe’s national legislation that unjustifiably limit these
rights. Since the adoption of a new Constitution, in 2013, there has been slow progress by the
government to align these laws to the Constitution. New legislation such as the Maintenance of
Peace and Order Act — supposedly brought in to align the notorious Public Order and Security
Act with the Constitution — have not only maintained previously restrictive legislation, but
have enacted further provisions that are not consistent with the precepts of the Constitution, as
highlighted below in Chapter 3.
In addition to legislation, Chapters 3–4 of this report will highlight how in policy and practice,
the current operating environment in Zimbabwe restricts the work of HRDs in contravention of
the constitutional guarantees and international obligations highlighted.
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Chapter 3
Contextual background of civic unrest in Zimbabwe

3.1 The “New Dispensation”
Authoritarian former president Robert Mugabe’s 37-year rule came to an end in November
2017, through a “military-assisted transition,”24 or a coup d’etat as defined by some political
scientists.25 There was hope that the transition to President Emmerson Mnangagwa’s “New
Dispensation” administration would present an opportunity to address systematic human
rights abuses.26 Citizens were initially encouraged by the change in government and promises
made by the President to be a “listening government”, and took to the streets on a number of
occasions to express their discontent over issues such as electoral practices, deteriorating socioeconomic conditions and corruption. In response to this increased citizen engagement, however,
the government has not only resorted to the same repressive and violent practices deployed
under Mugabe’s regime, but has also developed new approaches.27 In addition to deploying the
police as an instrument of state brutality, the state has on several occasions deployed the
military against citizens. The use of the military in the country, particularly the 1 August 2018
events, January 2019 stay-away and the July 2021 anti- corruption protests, has contributed to a
greater climate of fear and impunity for human rights violations.
3.1.1 The events of August 2018
On 1 August 2018, following the first general elections after the ousting of President Mugabe,
delays in the release of the results of the presidential election resulted in protests breaking out
in the central business district in Harare. In response, the Zimbabwe National Army (ZNA) was
immediately deployed into the streets to quell the protests. This deployment was done under
very unclear circumstances.28 Members of the army used excessive force, including

24 Mutongwizo L “Zimbabwe’s ‘New Dispensation’ destroys hope on human rights” LSE 28 February 2020 available at
https://blogs.lse.ac.uk/africaatlse/2020/02/28/zimbabwe-new-dispensation-hope-human-rights-violence/ [accessed 29
February 2020].
25 Phakhati M “An analysis of the Responses of the African Union to the coup in Burkina Faso (2015) and Zimbabwe (2017)
Journal of African Union Studies (2018) 7(3) 129-143.
26 Mutongwizo L “Zimbabwe’s ‘New Dispensation’ destroys hope on human rights” LSE 28 February 2020 available at
https://blogs.lse.ac.uk/africaatlse/2020/02/28/zimbabwe-new-dispensation-hope-human-rights-violence/ [accessed 29
February 2020].
27 As above.
28 Zimbabwe Lawyers for Human Rights “High Court Hears Shooting Victim’s Challenge of Mnangagwa’s Commission of
Inquiry” [Statement/alert] 10 October 2018 available at https://www.zlhr.org.zw/?p=1505. The army deployment was
challenged in the case of Charles & Anor v The President of Zimbabwe & 10 Others Harare High Court unreported case HC
8436/18. Application available here: https://www.veritaszim.net/sites/veritas_d/ files/Allison%20Charles.pdf2_.pdf but the
case was ultimately withdrawn due to court delays in setting the matter down rendering the matter moot.
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indiscriminate beatings and live ammunition to disperse the crowds– including citizens who
were not part of the protests – resulting in many injuries, and the death of six civilians.
An official Commission of Inquiry, headed by former South African President Kgalema
Motlanthe (hereinafter referred to as the Motlanthe Commission), was set up to investigate the
events of 1 August 2018. The Motlanthe Commission found that the use of live ammunition,
mainly directed at fleeing protestors, was unjustified and disproportionate.29 The Commission
also recommended that all victims of violence and dependants of the deceased be compensated
and called for the prosecution of those responsible. Although the government claims that the
Commission’s recommendations have been implemented,30 a study by the Zimbabwe Human
Rights Association, published in August 2020, found that two years later the government had
failed to do so.31 In particular, the recommendation by the state to compensate victims and their
families and to prosecute those responsible for the extra-judicial killings has not been
implemented. ZLHR instituted civil proceedings to claim damages on behalf of some of the
victims but, at the time of writing, these cases are still pending, having been opposed by the
state.
3.1.2 November 2018 protest march
On 28 November 2018, the ZRP obstructed a peaceful march in the city of Bulawayo in which
survivors and victims of the 1980s Gukurahundi massacres had planned to march to the High
Court to petition the judiciary to set up an inquest into the massacres.32 In violation of their
constitutional rights to freedom of assembly and freedom to demonstrate and petition,33 the
ZRP besieged the City Hall and surrounding areas, making the place inaccessible to the
protestors.
3.1.3 January 2019 stay-away
In the aftermath of the government's announcement of a 150 per cent increase in fuel prices in
January 2019, the Zimbabwe Congress of Trade Unions (ZCTU), together with the #ThisFlag
movement,34 called for a three-day national stay-away protest against the prevailing socioeconomic conditions in the country.35 On the day of the stay-away, protests broke out, mainly in

29 See Motlanthe Commission, “Report of the Commission of Inquiry into the 1 August 2018 Post-Election Violence” available
at http://kubatana.net/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/Final-Report-of-the-Commission-of-Inquiry-18-DEC-18.pdf [accessed
6 September 2020].
30 Lincoln T “Motlanthe Commission recommendations met” The Sunday Mail 28 June 2020.
31 Zimbabwe Human Rights Association (Zimrights) “The Motlanthe Report: What’s next for victims and the Nation: An
Analysis of the Recommentations of the Motlanthe Report Two Years Later (August 2020) Available at
http://www.veritaszim.net/sites/veritas_d/files/The%20Motlanthe%20Report.pdf
32 “Riot Police block Bulawayo Gukurahundi protest”, New Zimbabwe News 3 December 2018.
33 Constitution of Zimbabwe Amendment (No. 20) Act 2013, Sections 58 and 59.
34 See Pindula “This Flag movement” available at https://www.pindula.co.zw/This_Flag_Movement [accessed 6 September
2020].
35 Zimbabwe Human Rights NGO Forum “On the days of darkness in Zimbabwe. An updated report on the human rights
violations committed between January 14 2019 to February 5 2019” 6 February 2019. Available at
https://www.hrforumzim.org/press-releases/daysofdarkness2/ [accessed 2 October 2020].
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Chitungwiza, Bulawayo and Harare’s high density suburbs, leading to clashes between the
police and protestors and the declaration and implementation of a de facto state of emergency.36
Again, the Zimbabwe National Army was unlawfully deployed into the streets and residential
areas where they and the police unleashed a reign of terror on citizens.37
Over the course of three weeks from 14 January 2019, the ZNA and the ZRP were implicated in
an immeasurable number of gross human rights violations, including acts of sexual violence
against women.38 There were reports of excessive use of force being deployed against citizens,
including the firing of tear gas, indiscriminate beatings, and shootings. Armed soldiers and
police reportedly raided the homes of those suspected of being involved in the stay-away,
especially the males in the household, including boys as young as 11 years of age, who were
dragged outside their homes and physically assaulted or arrested.39 Police dogs were also let
loose, reminiscent of colonial practices. Security forces conducted dragnet arrests of thousands
of citizens.40 Medical treatment of the victims of police brutality by preferred health
practitioners was denied to persons held in the custody of the Zimbabwe Prison Services.
In the aftermath of the dragnet arrests, the state conducted fast-tracked (summary) trials against
individuals arrested in relation to the protests, denying the accused persons adequate time to
prepare their defence with lawyers, or to apply for bail.41 Many of the accused persons were
convicted and sentenced to disproportionately high prison sentences in what seems to have
been a co-ordinated misuse of the criminal justice system to retaliate against citizens who had
dared to participate in the stay-away.
During the stay-away, as shall be discussed in Chapter 4 below, the government also imposed a
total shutdown of the internet, blocking access to popular social media platforms like Facebook,
Twitter and WhatsApp.42
36 As above. See also Zimbabwe Lawyers for Human Rights “Anti-Impunity Litigation by Zimbabwe Lawyers for Human Rights
from 2018 - 2019: Successes, Challenges and Recommendations” April 2021 available at https://kubatana.net/2021/
06/02/anti-impunity-litigation-by-zimbabwe-lawyers-for-human-rights-from-2018-2019-successes-challenges-andrecommendations/[accessed 2 March 2022].
37 Zimbabwe Human Rights NGO Forum “On the days of darkness in Zimbabwe. An updated report on the human rights
violations committed between January 14 2019 to February 5 2019” 6 February 2019. Available at
https://www.hrforumzim.org/press-releases/daysofdarkness2/ [accessed 2 October 2020].
38 As above.
39 As above.
40 As above. The violations included at least 17 extra-judicial killings, 17 cases of rape or other violations of a sexual nature, 26
abductions, 61 displacements, 81 assaults consistent with gunshot attacks, at least 586 assaults and incidents of torture,
inhuman and degrading treatment including dog bites, 954 arrests and detention (including dragnet arrests), among other
violations; Zimbabwe Human Rights Commission “Monitoring Report in the aftermath of 14 January to 16 January 2019
Stay away and subsequent disturbances” available at http://www.zhrc.org.zw/ monitoring-report-in-the-aftermath-of-the14-january-to-16-january-2019-stay-away-and-subsequent-disturbances/ [accessed 2 October 2020].
41 Zimbabwe Lawyers for Human Rights “Human Rights Defenders Monthly Report January 2019” (Unpublished).
42 Zimbabwe Lawyers for Human Rights “Dozens charged with public violence over shutdown protests as ZLHR challenges
internet blockade” 16 January 2019 [Statement/alert] available at https://www.zlhr.org.zw/?p=1628. See also ‘‘Zimbabwe
imposes internet shutdown amid crackdown on protests” Al Jazeera 18 January 2019 available at
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2019/1/18/zimbabwe-imposes-internet-shutdown-amid-crackdown-on-protests
[accessed 2 October 2020].
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3.1.4 August — September 2019 protests
In August 2019, there were nationwide protests planned amidst growing frustration by the
Zimbabwean populace with the deteriorating standards of living, increases in basic commodity
prices and corruption.43 A number of labour rights activists and journalists were targeted as a
result of the protests. HRDs such as Blessing Kanotunga, Tatenda Mombeyerara and Obert
Masaraure were abducted and tortured, allegedly for organising the August 2019 protests, as
described in more detail in Chapter 4.44
On 23 August 2019, ten people including Amalgamated Rural Teachers Union of Zimbabwe
(ARTUZ) members, their lawyer Doug Coltart,45 and a journalist, were arrested when they were
engaging in a peaceful protest outside the Ministry of Finance Offices where they intended to
hand over a petition highlighting their grievances as teachers.46 They were charged with
committing “Criminal nuisance” as provided in section 46 of the Criminal Law (Codification
and Reform) Act.47
Health workers also held crippling strikes over working conditions throughout 2019. They
embarked on a strike on 3 September 2019 calling on the government to ensure the provision of
equipment and medicines in public hospitals where standards had plummeted over the years.48
Senior doctors subsequently joined the junior doctors’ strike citing “appalling and disgraceful
conditions” at public hospitals.49 The Vice President, now Minister of Health and Childcare,
former General Chiwenga, threatened to dismiss all health workers and replace them with
interns and military personnel.50
On 14 September 2019, Peter Magombeyi, the then Acting President of The Zimbabwe Hospital
Doctors Association (ZHDA), leading the strike action, was abducted from his home in Budiriro
suburb in the south-western area of Harare by three unknown men.51 His abduction was
seemingly in retaliation for his role in the strikes. Following calls and vigils by health workers

43 See Amnesty International “Zimbabwe: Violent crackdown on activists underway ahead of opposition protests” 15 August
2019 available at https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2019/08/zimbabwe-violent-crackdown-on-activists-underwayahead-of-opposition-protests-2 [accessed 20 April 2020].
44 As above.
45 Discussed in Chapter 4 in the section on Attacks on Lawyers.
46 See Zimbabwe Lawyers for Human Rights “Police Arrest and Detain Peaceful ARTUZ Protestors, a Lawyer and a Journalist”
[Statement/alert] 23 August 2019 available at https://kubatana.net/2019/08/23/police-arrest-and-detain-peaceful-artuzprotestors-a-lawyer-and-a-journalist/ [accessed 23 August 2019].
47 As above.
48 Goba C “Doctors’ Strike Latest: Massive disaster in Zimbabwe hospitals as the sick are told to go back home” My Zimbabwe
News 6 October 2019 available at https://www.myzimbabwe.co.zw/news/53564-doctors-strike-latest-massive-disaster-inzimbabwe-hospitals-as-the-sick-are-told-to-go-back-home.html [accessed 20 April 2020].
49 Goba n 48 above.
50 Chikate P “Zimbabwe needs healing — and its doctors are on call” Mail & Guardian 26 September 2019 available at:
https://mg.co.za/article/2019-09-29-00-zimbabwe-needs-healing-and-its-doctors-are-on-call/; “General Chiwenga’s threats
goes unnoticed as senior doctors goes on strike” Gambakwe 26 November 2019 available at: https://gambakwe.com/
2019/11/26/general-chiwengas-threats-goes-unnoticed-as-senior-doctors-goes-on-strike/.
51 Discussed in Chapter 4 in the section on Abductions and Physical Assaults on HRDs
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and other HRDs, and a habeas corpus application successfully filed by ZLHR, Magombeyi was
found five days later, on 19 September 2019. His captors dumped him in a bush approximately
35km outside of Harare.52 He described having been held in a basement and tortured.53

3.2 2020 COVID-19 restrictions
In 2020, Zimbabwe, like the rest of the world, was struck by the COVID-19 pandemic. Through
the Public Health (COVID-19) Prevention, Containment and Treatment Regulations, 2020 [SI
77/2020], the government of Zimbabwe enforced measures to curtail the spread of the virus. The
regulations banned and prohibited gatherings (including outside in the open air), introduced
compulsory testing and detention of people who tested positive for the virus to places of
quarantine and isolation, controlled traffic and movements of people, and imposed curfews,
among many other measures.54
While the measures implemented in Zimbabwe mirrored extreme measures taken all over the
world, the government of Zimbabwe applied the measures in a discriminatory manner to
unjustifiably and severely restrict civil and political rights in Zimbabwe, with systematic attacks
on HRDs. The regulations were selectively applied to stifle dissent and persecute political
opponents, perceived enemies, and HRDs who would flag human rights violations and
corruption during this period. The ZHRC reported that law enforcement agencies excessively
enforced the COVID-19 regulations with bias against HRDs.55 HRDs conducting sociallydistanced peaceful protests — such as Fadzayi Mahere and Tsitsi Dangarembga in July 2020,
mentioned below under section 3.2.1— or holding socially distanced press conferences — such
as Joanna Mamombe — were unjustifiably arrested and detained in crowded detention
conditions. Mahere contracted COVID 19 during her pre-trial detention in January 2021.56
3.2.1 Planned 31 July 2020 protests and crackdown
Throughout 2020, journalist Hopewell Chin’ono and political activists such as Jacob
Ngarivhume and Fadzayi Mahere decried the lack of social services and the looting of public
funds meant to combat COVID-19. Through social media, they became very vocal about, and
lamented, the lack of protective materials and medical equipment for health workers and the

52 Zimbabwe Lawyers for Human Rights “High Court hears application to ascertain whereabouts of missing medical doctor”
[Statement/alert] 16 September 2019 available at https://www.zlhr.org.zw/?p=1803. See also Frontline Defenders
“Abduction of human rights defender Peter Magombeyi”. Available at: https://www.frontlinedefenders.org/en/
case/abduction-human-rights-defender-peter-magombeyi
53 Amnesty International “Zimbabwe: Medical doctor found alive but tortured: Peter Magombeyi” 23 October 2019 available
at https://www.amnesty.org/en/documents/afr46/1086/2019/en/.
54 Public Health (COVID-19 Prevention, Containment and Treatment) Regulations, 2020 SI 2020-077 available at
https://www.veritaszim.net/node/4037. See also “Regulations to Curb Spread of COVID-19” The Zimbabwean 25 March
2019 https://www.thezimbabwean.co/ 2020/03/regulations-to-curb-spread-of-covid-19/ [accessed 28 March 2020].
55 See Zimbabwe Human Rights Commission “2020 Annual Report” available at http://www.veritaszim.net/sites/
veritas_d/files/ZHRC%202020%20Annual%20Report.pdf [28 April 2020].
56 Her case is discussed in more detail in Chapter 6.
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squandering of COVID-19 funding through what became known as the “Draxgate scandal”.57
HRDs launched a campaign for citizens to participate in a nationwide protest against the
deterioration of socio-economic conditions in Zimbabwe, compounded by mismanagement of
resources that had been allocated to address the COVID-19 pandemic and corruption. Diverse
citizen voices coalesced to hold the state accountable and make it responsive to the people’s
needs and concerns which were exposed and worsened by the COVID-19 lockdown. Mass
protests were planned for 31 July 2020. Politicians such as Job Sikhala encouraged people to join
the protests. As the date drew closer, on 20 July 2020, police arrested journalist Hopewell
Chin’ono and later on arrested opposition party leaders Jacob Ngarivhume and Job Sikhala58 for
allegedly planning the 31 July protests. The three were denied bail and subjected to prolonged
trials in a bid to prevent the 31 July 2020 protests, as discussed in more detail in Chapter 6.
On 30 July 2020, suspected state agents abducted and tortured second-year Midlands State
University journalism student Tawanda Muchehiwa, purportedly due to his relative freelance
journalist Mduduzi Mathuthu’s involvement in planning the protests. As described in more
detail in Chapter 4, he was tortured for three days by assailants who wanted to know the
whereabouts of his relative and accused him of involvement with and planning the 31 July
protests.
On the day of the protests, 31 July 2020, the army and police filled the streets of major cities in
Zimbabwe and forced everyone who tried to go into town to go back home.59 Over 60 people
were arrested and some of them brutalised by suspected state security agents.60 Tsitsi
Dangarembga, Fadzayi Mahere and others were arrested while protesting in a socially
distanced manner in Harare.61 They were charged with incitement to commit violence and
breaching the COVID-19 regulations. Charges against Chin’ono and Mahere, relating to the
protests, have not yet been dropped, as discussed in more detail in Chapter 6.

57 See Magaisa A “Draxgate – a case that’s built to collapse” available at https://zwnews.com/bsr-draxgate-a-case-thats-builtto-collapse/ [2 December 2020].
58 Zimbabwe Lawyers for Human Rights “Chin’ono, Ngarivhume arrested over anti-government protests” 20 July 2020
available at https://kubatana.net/2020/07/20/chinono-ngarivhume-arrested-over-anti-govt-protests/. These cases are
discussed in more detail in Chapter 6.
59 “Zimbabwe businesses closed, streets deserted on day of protests” Daily Maverick 31 July 2020 available at
https://www.dailymaverick.co.za/article/2020-07-31-zimbabwe-businesses-closed-streets-deserted-on-day-of-protests/.
60 “60 arrested, 16 injured in #31 July protests – lawyers” New Zimbabwe 2 August 2020 available at
https://www.newzimbabwe.com/60-arrested-16-injured-in-31july-protests-lawyers/; see also Mutsaka F “Scores of
Zimbabwe protesters arrested, military in streets” The Washington Post 31 July 2020 available at
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/africa/empty-streets-in-zimbabwe-as-security-forces-thwartprotest/2020/07/31/cda13416-d309-11ea-826b-cc394d824e35_story.html
61 Zimbabwe Lawyers for Human Rights “ZLHR secures release of protest detainees on Bail” 3 August 2020 available at
https://kubatana.net/2020/08/03/zlhr-secures-release-of-protest-detainees-on-bail/; See also “Zimbabwean author Tsitsi
Dangarembga released on bail” Al Jazeera 1 August 2020 available at https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2020/8/1/
zimbabwean-author-tsitsi-dangarembga-released-on-bail [accessed 1 September 2021].
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3.2.2 Students protests and crackdowns
The imposition of COVID-19 lockdowns have particularly impacted students in Zimbabwe,
who have been vocal in their criticism of the government’s handling of the pandemic and the
economy. State security agents have intensified their crackdowns on student union leaders and
student activists asserting their constitutional rights.62
On 18 September 2020, Zimbabwe National Students Union (ZINASU) leader Takudzwa
Ngadziore (22) was attacked, assaulted and arrested while addressing a press conference at the
premises of Impala Car Rental, whose vehicle had been allegedly used by suspected state agents
to abduct and torture Tawanda Muchehiwa.63 Nine other students had previously been arrested
after turning up at court in Harare in solidarity with Ngadziore.64
In December 2020, University of Zimbabwe (UZ) student Allan Moyo (23) was arrested after
calling for a revolt against President Emmerson Mnangagwa and served more than two months
in pre-trial detention. He was denied bail numerous times before he was finally released in
February 2021. Moyo had been charged with incitement to commit public violence.65
In March 2021, Makomberero Haruzivishe was sentenced to 36 months’ imprisonment on
charges of public violence and resisting arrest for a whistling protest conducted in February
2020, when police were conducting mass arrests of vendors. He faced numerous other charges
for other protests, as discussed in Chapter 6.
While Zimbabweans enjoyed a significantly open operating environment for the exercise of their
fundamental freedoms in the eight months leading up to the 2018 elections, the events of 1 August 2018
marked a distinct shift in the government’s tolerance to dissenting voices. Whatever goodwill the
government had extended has been systematically taken away in a series of calculated and brutally effected
methods. The government of Zimbabwe under President Mnagagwa has not hesitated to use a multitude of
repressive tools to crack down on human rights defenders including the deployment of the military,
excessive use of force, internet shutdowns, arrests and abductions and the enactment of repressive
legislation. The government of Zimbabwe, has especially misused the COVID-19 pandemic to effectively
take-away citizens’ right to collectively mobilize against issues of corruption, lack of a functioning health
system, and the continued economic crisis.

62 Student leaders and activists are HRDs as they advocate for the rights of students in particular, and education rights in
general. In Zimbabwe’s history, student leaders have played an important role in the promotion and protection of human
rights, political development, democracy and good governance. Many former student leaders such as Nelson Chamisa,
Tendai Biti, Learnmore Jongwe and Dewa Mavhinga (MHSRIP), Arthur Mutamabara, among others, have found their way up
into leadership positions and heading prominent human rights organisations.
63 Zimbabwe Lawyers for Human Rights “High Court ends detention of Ngadziore over abduction protest” [Statement/alert]
16 October 2020 available at https://www.zlhr.org.zw/?p=2177.
64 Gora P “Bail finally granted to detained student leader” University World News Africa Edition 16 October 2020 available at
https://www.universityworldnews.com/ post.php?story=20201016154446135; See also Mashininga K “Student leaders,
activist living in fear – Union” University World News 23 September 2020 available at
https://www.universityworldnews.com/post.php?story=20200923081928880 [accessed 1 September 2021].
65 Makuwe M “UZ Student Languishes In Prison after Calling for Revolution against Mnangagwa” New Zimbabwe 15 January
2021 available at https://www.newzimbabwe.com/uz-student-languishes-in-prison-after-calling-for-revolution-againstmnangagwa/ [accessed on 10 March 2022].
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Chapter 4
Attacks on human rights defenders and
civil society organisations

As highlighted in the previous chapter, in response to the widespread protests and strike action,
the period since 2018 has been characterised by systematic attacks by State and non-State actors
against HRDs — including Civil Society Organisations (CSOs), lawyers, doctors, trade unions,
student activists, journalists, teachers unions and pro-democracy activists — in retaliation for
exercising their legitimate right to register their discontent with the state of governance in the
country, and to engage in human rights work. These attacks have taken a number of different
forms, including physical attacks, intimidation and harassment, abductions, defamation, online
harassment and bullying, as well as arrests and prosecutions, which shall be discussed in more
detail in Chapters 5 and 6 below.

4.1 Abductions and physical attacks of human rights defenders and their relatives
Rashid Mahiya
Rashid Mahiya — a human rights defender and the Chairperson of the Crisis in Zimbabwe
Coalition — was placed on a police “wanted” list, for allegedly planning the January 2019 stay
away protests. A “relentless search” for him was conducted by the Zimbabwe Defence Forces.66
On 18 January 2019, members of the Zimbabwe National Army raided and ransacked his home,
picking up his 63-year-old mother, and interrogating her about his whereabouts.67 They took
her with them to Mahiya’s brother’s house, where they assaulted him. They were both released
later that day. Mahiya presented himself to the police, and was arrested, on 25 February 2019.68
Obert Masaraure
Obert Masaraure — the Amalgamated Rural Teachers Union of Zimbabwe (ARTUZ) leader —
was abducted twice in 2019 by suspected state security agents. In June 2019, at least six men
with masked faces and heavily armed with AK47s abducted him from his home in the presence
of his wife and children. The assailants took him to an unknown location where he was stripped
naked, severely tortured and interrogated about ARTUZ's industrial action and told to stop
66 See Frontline Defenders “Human rights defender Rashid Mahiya detained and charged” 14 June 2019 available at
https://www.frontlinedefenders.org/en/case/human-rights-defender-rashid-mahiya-detained-and-charged [accessed 15
June2020].
67 Zimbabwe Lawyers for Human Rights “High Court to hear detained CiZC leader Mahiya’s freedom bid” 28 February 2019
available at HRDs Under Threat- Final - v1b.docxhttps://kubatana.net/2019/02/28/high-court-to-hear-detained-cizc-leadermahiyas-freedom-bid/
68 Zimbabwe Lawyers for Human Rights “Mahiya steps up freedom bid over plot to overthrow Mnangagwa” 15 January 2020
available at https://www.zlhr.org.zw/?p=1921.
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mobilising teachers to go on strike.69 Masaraure said he was left with physical and emotional
scars sustained from these two traumatic experiences. His wife and children were traumatised
from having to witness his inhumane and degrading treatment.70
Tatenda Mombeyarara
Tatenda Mombeyarara is a member of Citizens Manifesto, a civic initiative that seeks to amplify
voices for a better Zimbabwe. In August 2019, he was abducted from his home and assaulted by
six heavily armed unidentified men.71 During the assault, the men undressed him and struck
him with wooden rods on his buttocks, legs, and soles of his feet. They interrogated him about a
human rights training which he had attended in the Maldives in May 2019, and for which he
had been subjected to criminal charges.72 An unknown corrosive substance was poured on him,
and he was later dumped in an abandoned quarry. Mombeyarara sustained severe leg injuries
and a broken finger requiring surgery. He said that the situation left him traumatised and he
lives in constant fear of further attacks.73
Samantha Kureya
On 21 August 2019, comedienne and political satirist Samantha Kureya, publicly known as
"Gonyeti", was taken from her home, beaten, stripped naked, and forced to drink sewage before
being dumped.74 The assailants, who identified themselves as police officers, accused Kureya of
mocking the government and criticising President Emmerson Mnangagwa. They also
threatened to "put a bullet in her mother's skull” if she dared report the matter to the police.75
She sustained injuries on her leg and back as a result of the stomping and army drills she
endured. The ordeal left her and her family traumatised and fearing for their safety.
Peter Magombeyi
Peter Magombeyi — a doctor and leader of the Zimbabwe Hospital Doctors Association
(ZHDA), an organisation advocating for labour rights and access to health care for all — was
abducted on 14 September 2019. His organisation had served notice to the Minister of Health

69 Ndangana F “Rural Teachers President Abducted, Tortured over Strike” 263Chat 6 June 2020 available at
https://263chat.com/rural-teachers-president-abducted-tortured-over-strike/ [accessed 23 March 2020].
70 “I am scared, but not scared, says ARTUZ leader” Newsday 6 June 2020 available at https://bulawayo24.com/opinion/
columnist/187229 [accessed 15 June 2020].
71 Mhlanga B “Activists abducted, tortured” NewDays 15 August 2019 available at https://www.newsday.co.zw/2019/08/
activists-abducted-tortured/ [accessed 23 March 2020].
72 His criminal prosecution relating to attending this workshop is discussed in Chapter 6.
73 Deutsche Welle “Activists say 'new Zimbabwe' resembles Robert Mugabe's” 29 October 2019 available at
https://www.dw.com/en/activists-say-new-zimbabwe-resembles-robert-mugabes/a-50217756 [accessed 23 April 2020].
74 REDRESS The forgotten victims: Enforced disappearance in Africa (2021) available at https://redress.org/wpcontent/uploads/2021/08/Report-The-Forgotten-Victims-Enforced-Disappearance-in-Africa.pdf; See also Burke J
“Zimbabwean comedian goes into hiding after abduction and beating” The Guardian 23 August 2019 available at
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2019/aug/23/zimbabwean-comedian-samantha-kureya-goes-into-hiding-afterabduction-and-beating [accessed 15 June 2020].
75 Burke n 74 above.
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and Child Care that doctors across the country would go on strike, as discussed in Chapter 3.76
Magombeyi was taken from his home at night by three masked men suspected to be state
security agents. ZLHR filed a habeas corpus application at the High Court in Harare on 15
September 2019 under section 50(7)(a) of the Constitution of Zimbabwe, and obtained an order
for the state to investigate his disappearance.77 Following public outcry, protests, and multiple
social media campaigns, Magombeyi was found alive after five days, on the side of a road about
35 km out of Harare, disoriented and in pain. He said that that the men had held him in a
basement and tortured him. Similar to the case of Mombeyarara, there were reports that he had
been injected with an unknown substance by his abductors.78
President Emmerson Mnangagwa, speaking on the abduction, said that it was staged and
equated it to terrorism.79 The government also tried to prevent him from seeking medical
treatment in South Africa.80 On behalf of his relatives, ZLHR approached the court for an order
to allow him to leave the country, which order was granted.81
Joana Mamombe, Netsai Marova and Cecilia Chimbiri
On 13 May 2020, three female members of the MDC-Alliance opposition party — Joana
Mamombe, Netsai Marova and Cecilia Chimbiri — were arrested at a police checkpoint in
Harare in May 2020 after participating in a demonstration over the lack of social security
measures to protect the vulnerable members of community against COVID-19.82 They were then
handed over to unknown agents. While in the custody of these agents, they were beaten,
sexually assaulted and forced to drink each other's urine.83 After almost 48 hours of torture and
humiliation, they were dumped by a roadside in a rural growth point approximately 90 km
north of Harare and were immediately hospitalised. They were severely injured and
traumatised.84

76 See Amnesty International “Medical doctor found alive but tortured: Peter Magombeyi” 23 October 2019 available at
https://www.amnesty.org/download/Documents/AFR4610862019ENGLISH.pdf [accessed 23 April 2020].
77 Elizabeth Magombeyi v Minister of Home Affairs and 3 others unreported case HC7657/19.
78 Chingarande D “Magombeyi: Abduction mystery deepens” The Standard 22 September 2019. Available at
https://www.thestandard.co.zw/2019/09/22/magombeyi-abduction-mystery-deepens/ [accessed 23 March 2020].
79 As above.
80 Amnesty International “Medical doctor found alive but tortured: Peter Magombeyi” 23 October 2019 available at
https://www.amnesty.org/download/Documents/AFR4610862019ENGLISH.pdf [accessed 23 April 2020].
81 Zimbabwe Lawyers for Human Rights “Zim court orders Magombeyi to be evacuated to South Africa for specialist
treatment” [Statement/alert] 24 September 2019 available at https://kubatana.net/2019/09/24/zim-court-ordersmagombeyi-to-be-evacuated-to-south-africa-for-specialist-treatment/. The ZRP attempted to stop him from leaving by
filing a court application with the High Court, but this was dismissed. Magombeyi was eventually able to leave the country
for medical treatment.
82 Zimbabwe Lawyers for Human Rights “Tortured abductees charged over lockdown hunger protest” [Statement/alert] 26
May 2020 available at https://www.zlhr.org.zw/?p=2049; See also BBC News “Zimbabwe's MDC 'abductees arrested for
lying about torture'” 11 June 2020 available at https://www.bbc.com/news/world-africa-53005447 [accessed 9 March
2022].
83 As above.
84 Independent Catholic News “Zimbabwe: Church leaders condemn abduction of politicians” 22 May 2020 available at
https://www.indcatholicnews.com/news/39639 [accessed 9 March 2022].
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A few days later, whilst still in hospital, they were charged with violating COVID-19
regulations and with promoting public violence and breach of peace.85 Almost a month later,
the police arrested them again and charged them with violating several provisions of the
Criminal Law (Codification and Reform) Act. The police alleged that they deliberately faked
their own abduction and communicated falsehoods prejudicial to the state.86 These cases are
discussed in more detail in Chapter 6.
They were re-arrested before they obtained adequate treatment and were shuttled between
prison, court and the hospital. During the course of the investigations of their “kidnapping”
police claimed to have gathered evidence including photographs of the two women. These
included nude pictures. The photographs were eventually leaked and it is suspected that the
leak was deliberate in order to humiliate them and tarnish their reputations. The trio were also
subjected to vicious online attacks by state aligned social media accounts authorities, including
that of the Deputy Information Minister, Energy Mutodi, who referred to the trio as
“comedians” who had “put bruises on their bodies”.87
ZLHR documented and communicated the trio’s case to the United Nations Special Procedures.
Several UN Human Rights Experts issued a joint statement demanding an immediate end to
abductions and torture in Zimbabwe, raising concern of “a reported pattern of disappearances
and torture that appear aimed at suppressing protests and dissent”.88 In addition to numerous
other public outcries, the Zimbabwe Heads of Christian Denominations (ZHOCD) issued a
strong statement denouncing the abductions of the three WHRDs.89 Unfortunately, the domestic
and international condemnation of the trio's persecution seemingly escalated the state’s
persecution of the three WHRDs through the criminal justice system.90 The three WHRDS are
now facing numerous additional charges relating to their activism challenging state corruption,
poor governance and security services’ brutality.

85 See ZLHR n 82 above.
86 Zimbabwe Lawyers for Human Rights “High drama as police press more cocktail of charges against abductees”
[Statement/alert] 11 June 2020 available at https://kubatana.net/2020/06/11/high-drama-as-police-press-more-cocktailof-charges-against-abductees/. See also BBC News “Zimbabwe's MDC ‘abductees arrested for lying about torture’’’ 11 June
2020 available at https://www.bbc.com/ news/world-africa-53005447 [accessed 20 January 2022].
87 “Abducted MP Mamombe, Activists Roughed Up By Makorokoza Lovers – Mutodi” New Zimbabwe 20 May 2020 available at
https://www.newzimbabwe.com/abducted-mp-mamombe-activists-roughed-up-by-makorokoza-lovers-mutodi/ [Accessed
2 February 2022]
88 United Nations Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR) “Zimbabwe: UN experts demand an immediate
end to abductions and torture” 10 June 2020 available at https://www.ohchr.org/en/news/2020/06/zimbabwe-un-expertsdemand-immediate-end-abductions-and-torture?LangID=E&NewsID=25944.
89 They also denounced “the barbaric physical assault of two women, Ntombizodwa and Nokuthula Mpofu, of Cowdray Park
in Bulawayo by six police officers”. See Kubatana “ZHOCD Calls for an End to Abductions and Torture” 17 May 2020
available at: https://kubatana.net/2020/05/17/calls-for-an-end-to-abductions-and-torture/; See also “Zimbabwe: Church
leaders condemn abduction of politicians” Independent Catholic News 22 May 2020 available at
https://www.indcatholicnews.com/news/39639 [accessed 9 March 22].
90 See state response here: https://spcommreports.ohchr.org/TMResultsBase/DownLoadFile?gId=35342.
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Tawanda Muchehiwa
On 30 July 2020, suspected state agents abducted and tortured second-year Midlands State
University journalism student Tawanda Muchehiwa, due to his relative freelance journalist
Mduduzi Mathuthu’s involvement in planning the 31 July 2020 protests, discussed above in
Chapter 3.
Muchehiwa was taken from a vehicle outside a hardware store in Bulawayo by unidentified
men who pulled up in several cars, bundled him into an unregistered vehicle and sped away.
He was tortured for three days by assailants who accused him of planning the 31 July protests
and attempted to coerce him into revealing the whereabouts of his relative.91 Muchehiwa was
strung up on a tree and beaten on his back and buttocks with sticks and when he was untied he
was sexually harassed.92 At gunpoint, he was also threatened that if he told anyone about his
abduction and torture, they would come back and finish him off with death.93 He narrated that
at that point he had accepted his death and was convinced that he was going to die as they
continued to torture him. After a habeas corpus order was obtained,94 he was dumped on the
outskirts of the city just before midnight on 1 August 2020 and ordered to run in the direction of
his home.95
The torture left Muchehiwa with serious injuries, including extensive bruises and an acute
kidney injury.96 He lives with the pain and shame of this experience. He struggles with sleep
and suffers from anxiety and panic attacks. In fear of his life, Muchehiwa went into hiding after
the abduction.
Although Tawanda Muchehiwa’s abduction was caught on CCTV, no arrests have been made.
The CCTV footage shows him being transferred into a different vehicle — a white Ford Ranger,
with a clearly visible registration number.97 It emerged that the vehicle belonged to Impala Car
Rental and the company was not forthcoming with the information necessary to identify the
assailants.98 A court order was issued to grant Muchehiwa access to information held by the

91 See ZLHR “High Court ends detention of Ngadziore over abduction protest” n 63 above.
92 J Sparks “Zimbabwe: Student thought he was going to die after ‘abduction by state security services’” Sky New 8 October
2020 available at https://news.sky.com/story/zimbabwe-student-thought-he-was-going-to-die-after-abduction-by-statesecurity-services-12099212 [accessed 10/3/2021].
93 As above.
94 Media Institute for Southern Africa Zimbabwe “Police ordered to investigate whereabouts of ZImlive editor’s nephew” 1
August 2020 available at https://kubatana.net/2020/08/01/police-ordered-to-investigate-whereabouts-of-zimlive-editorsnephew/.
95 See Sparks n 92 above.
96 See Human Rights Watch Annual Report 2020 April 2021 available at
https://www.hrw.org/sites/default/files/media_2021/04/ HRW_Annual_Report_2020.pdf
97 Mashininga K ”The brutal abduction caught on camera in Zimbabwe” Mail & Guardian 13 September 2020 available at
https://mg.co.za/africa/2020-09-13-the-brutal-abduction-caught-on-camera-in-zimbabwe/ [accessed 1 September 2021].
98 Taruvinga M “Court Orders Impala Car Rental to Release Details on Vehicle Used for Abduction” New Zimbabwe 12
September 2020 available at https://www.newzimbabwe.com/court-orders-impala-car-rental-to-release-details-onvehicle-used-for-abduction/ [accessed 1 September 2021].
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company,99 but it claimed that the police had already taken all vehicle data, and that the truck
did not have tracking at the time, despite having earlier informed the media that it did.100
The impact of these attacks on HRDs is profound. HRDs have reported living in constant fear of a recurrence
of physical violence, especially as they often may continue to receive anonymous threats, and be vilified and
threatened in state media and on social media by online trolls. They report experiencing hallucinations,
paranoia, nightmares, dissociations, and memory loss as a result of the traumatic experiences they have
gone through in their work. They also suffer damage to livelihoods and reputation, caused by the
dissemination of false and sexually explicit images, or other malicious lies.
The family lives of HRDs are also deeply affected. Family members of HRDs may be threatened and attacked
themselves, or those who are not direct victims also experience indirect secondary harm when they see the
experiences of their family, friends and colleagues, and experience anxiety and fear knowing the ease with
which the same violations could be committed against them.
The continued cases of abduction and torture of human rights defenders and citizens in Zimbabwe is deeply
concerning. Zimbabwe security forces, and non-state actors working with impunity, have an entrenched and
publicly documented history of abductions and torture of those critical of the government. From the cases
documented by ZLHR, the police have failed to thoroughly investigate, prosecute and hold anyone
accountable. This is despite considerable leads such as CCTV footage in the case of Muchehiwa. To the
contrary, those who have reported rights violations, have been subjected to express retaliation, including
criminal prosecutions. The government has invested in state propaganda, peddling a narrative that these
abductions are staged and are a deliberate effort to tarnish the image of the state. A culture of lawlessness
and impunity exists within the various security forces, for which there seems no political will to change.
Despite long standing recommendations to the state to ratify and domesticate the UN Convention on
Torture and to create an independent security sector oversight mechanism, the state has failed to take these
positive steps.

4.2 Attacks on Human Rights Lawyers101
The state has also increasingly subjected human rights lawyers representing HRDs to
intimidation and harassment, judicial harassment and criminal prosecution.
Douglas Coltart
On 23 August 2019, Douglas Coltart — a human rights lawyer and member of ZLHR — was
assaulted and arrested by Zimbabwe Republic Police officers while he was executing his
professional duties representing clients, members of ARTUZ, who were conducting a peaceful
protest, as mentioned in Chapter 3. He was not informed of the basis for his arrest, but was
detained and then released without charge the following day. On 23 November 2019, he was
99 As above.
100 “Impala Car Rental boss dies with vital clues on Muchehiwa abductors” ZimLive 3 January 2021 https://www.zimlive.com/
2021/01/03/impala-car-rental-boss-dies-with-vital-clues-on-muchehiwa-abductors/ [accessed 1 September 2021].
101 These incidents are reported in more detail in Zimbabwe Lawyers for Human Rights “Joint Submission to the United Nations
Universal Periodic Review” with Lawyers for Lawyers on 15 July 2021 available at: https://lawyersforlawyers.org/en/ jointupr-submission-zimbabwe/.
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physically assaulted again by Zimbabwe Republic Police officers at the Harare Central Police
Station where he was offering legal support services to a client. He was handcuffed and
violently assaulted by a Chief Inspector and several other unidentified police officers. The
assault caused injuries to his neck, back, arms and legs. He was detained shortly and then
released without charge.
Beatrice Mtetwa
In August 2020, a large number of fully armed anti-riot police sat outside of human rights
lawyer Beatrice Mtetwa’s offices in what was suspected to be an act of intimidation as a result of
her professional representation in the criminal case against journalist Hopewell Chin’ono. Also
in August 2020, the Magistrates Court, in a highly controversial decision, barred her from
representing her client, Chin’ono, in his criminal case related to the 31 July protests. The court’s
decision was based on comments about Chin’ono’s case posted on a Facebook page that was
run, not by her, but by an American filmmaker, who produced a documentary about Mtetwa’s
work. The magistrate also referred the case as a disciplinary matter to the Law Society of
Zimbabwe. The magistrate’s decision to bar Mtetwa was heavily condemned by regional and
international actors.102 Beatrice Mtetwa appealed to the High Court against the ruling and the
order to bar her was eventually overturned on 15 December 2020. For four months Mtetwa was
unable to represent her client and, conversely, Hopewell Chin’ono was denied the right to legal
representation of his choice.
Obey Shava
On 31 July 2020, human rights lawyer Obey Shava had accompanied the MDC trio, Mamombe,
Chimbiri and Marova, to Harare Central Police Station to report as part of their bail conditions.
Shava and his clients were stopped by soldiers who were manning a roadblock close to the
ZANU PF Headquarters. He was arrested and taken to Harare Central Police Station together
with his clients. He was released without charge after being detained for close to four hours.
Jeremiah Bamu
Human rights lawyer Jeremiah Bamu was arrested on 22 August 2020 outside Rotten Row
Criminal Magistrates Court by the Zimbabwe Republic Police for allegedly “defying an
instruction by riot police to disperse”. At the time, he was defending lawyer and MDC legislator
for Zengeza West constituency, Job Sikhala, who was scheduled to appear in court on that day.
He was arrested, placed in the back of a truck and driven to Harare Central Police Station,
despite presenting his practicing certificate and explaining he was lawfully at the court
premises in order to represent his client. He was later released on the same day without charge.
The right to legal representation is guaranteed under sections 50 and 69(4) of the Constitution of Zimbabwe
as well as several regional and international treaties. It is a fundamental aspect of the right to a fair trial and

102 Amnesty International “Zimbabwe: Joint statement concerning the judgment against lawyer Beatrice Mtetwa” 24 August
2020, available at https://www.amnesty.org/en/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/ AFR4629502020ENGLISH.pdf
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ensures that an accused person is afforded due process under the law. In addition, lawyers play a key role in
promoting the rule of law and respect for human rights. Zimbabwe and all arms of the government,
including the police and the courts, have an obligation to respect, protect and promote the role of lawyers.
The United Nations Basic Principles on the Role of Lawyers clearly states that “[g]overnments shall ensure
that lawyers are able to perform all their professional functions without intimidation, hinderance,
harassment or improper interference; [...] [and] shall not suffer, or be threatened with, prosecution or
administrative, or economic or other sanction for any action taken in accordance with recognised
professional duties and ethics”.

4.3 Freedom of expression and attacks online
In its Universal Periodic Review stakeholder submission on Digital Rights in Zimbabwe, the
Media Institute of Southern Africa Zimbabwe’s (MISA Zimbabwe), supported by ZLHR, raised
concerns about increased online state-sponsored attacks of HRDs.103 Since 2018, there have been
several arrests of citizens who have used online platforms to criticise the government or hold it
to account. In March 2020, Zimbabwe Army Commander, Edzayi Chimonyo, also stated that
government plans were underway to monitor citizens’ communications and social media for
purposes of safeguarding national security.104 The Minister of Information, Publicity and
Broadcasting Services, Monica Mutsvangwa, also warned that there will be criminal sanctions
for the circulation of fake news on social media in relation to COVID-19.105
As stated above, the law has also been increasingly misused to criminalise HRDs expressing
themselves online. On 6 July 2020, Moses Sigauke, a nurse at Sally Mugabe Central Hospital
was arrested and charged with inciting public violence for allegedly posting a video on
Facebook urging medical practitioners to protest against the government’s failure to provide
Personal Protective Equipment to frontline health care workers.106 ZLHR represented him and
he was acquitted in November 2020. In 2021, there were also numerous arrests for social media
posts critical of the government. Fadzai Mahere, Job Sikhala and Hopewell Chin’ono were
arrested for allegedly posting a video on social media and criticising police brutality. As shall be
highlighted in Chapter 6, they were charged with making “False Statements Prejudicial to the
State”.107
During the January 2019 stay-away, the internet was shut down, as mentioned above in Chapter
3. Although MISA, together with ZLHR, filed an urgent chamber application at the High Court,
and obtained an order to restore the internet, the case was unsatisfactory for the protection
103 “Digital Rights in Zimbabwe, UPR Submission, Session 40” available at: https://www.apc.org/sites/default/
files/DigitalRightsInZimbabwe_UPRSubmission.pdf.
104 “Army to monitor social media” NewsDay 3 March 2020 available at https://www.newsday.co.zw/2020/03/army-tomonitor-social-media/ [accessed 15 June 2021].
105 “Minister Slams fake news peddlers” The Herald 13 April 2020 available at https://www.herald.co.zw/minister-slams-fakenews-peddlers/ [accessed 15 June 2021].
106 See Zimbabwe Lawyers for Human Rights “Zimbabwe Nurse Acquitted Over Inciting Anti-Govt Protest On Facebook”
[Statement/alert] 20 November 2020 available at https://kubatana.net/ 2020/11/20/zim-nurse-acquitted-over-incitinganti-govt-protest-on-facebook/ [accessed 2 September 2021].
107 Discussed in more detail in Chapter 6.
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against future shutdowns.108 Lawyers had argued that the internet shutdown, in terms of the
Interception of Communications Act, violated constitutional rights such as the right to freedom
of expression, and the right to equality and non-discrimination. Unfortunately the court
avoided dealing with the constitutionality of the Act and the directive to shut down the
internet, and simply held that the office of the Minister of State in the President’s Office for
National Security had no powers to issue directives for the shutdown of the internet. The court
proceeded to set aside the Minister’s directives, and ordered that the internet be restored,
without deciding on the substantive legal issues. This omission potentially allows the state to
use the Act as a lawful basis for internet shutdowns, if it is done through a directive of the
President.109
Following the January 2019 internet shutdown, internet access was again reportedly disrupted
on 31 July 2020 when mass protests were due to take place. The incident was experienced by
users as a slowdown or “throttling” of connectivity speeds on state-owned network TelOne.110
Watch-dog organisations such as NetBlocks, that monitors internet access in real time, have
repeatedly noted that internet access in Zimbabwe is coincidentally slowed or limited during
public events such as rallies by opposition political parties.111
On 3 December 2021, Zimbabwe enacted the Data Protection Act, discussed in more detail in
Chapter 5.112 Through this Act, the Cybersecurity and Monitoring of Interception of
Communications Centre, housed in the Office of the President, was established. The same body
is also now responsible for the issuing of interception of communications warrants.113 This
enables the executive to monitor and intercept communications of targeted persons, including
perceived dissidents.114 The Bill also introduces “fake news” and “incitement” provisions that
will result in self-censorship and infringe on freedom of expression.115

4.4 Intimidation, Slander and Defamation
As highlighted above, individual HRDs have repeatedly been subjected to defamation
campaigns against them, including for allegedly “faking” their own abductions. In particular,
there have been increased slander and threats towards HRDs by people hiding behind
108 Zimbabwe Lawyers for Human Rights & Anor v The Minister of State in The President’s Office for National Security High
Court Harare unreported case HC265/19.
109 Veritas “Court Watch 1/2019 - The Internet Shutdown: The High Court’s Ruling of 21st January” available at:
http://www.veritaszim.net/node/3397.
110 NetBlocks “Zimbabwe internet disruption limits coverage of planned protests” 31 July 2020 available at
https://netblocks.org/reports/zimbabwe-internet-disruption-limits-coverage-of-protests-7yNV70yq. [Accessed on 10
March 22]
111 Netblocks “Internet slowdown limits coverage of Zimbabwe opposition rally” 20 February 2022 available at:
https://netblocks.org/reports/internet-slowdown-limits-coverage-of-zimbabwe-opposition-rally-oy9Ykoy3
112 See Media Institute of Southern Africa Zimbabwe “An analysis of the recently gazetted Data Protection Act of Zimbabwe” 6
December 2021 available at https://zimbabwe.misa.org/2021/12/06/analysis-of-the-data-protection-act/.
113 As above.
114 As above.
115 As above.
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anonymous profiles on social media. There have also been increased systemic attacks on civil
society organisations (CSOs) assisting victims of human rights violations.
In February 2019 —following a lawyers’ march protesting against the violation of due process
rights during summary trials that were being conducted against alleged protestors of the
January 2019 stayaway, and legal and medical support having been provided by CSOs to
victims of rights violations during the stayaway— President Mnangagwa issued a thinly veiled
threat to doctors and lawyers, whom he accused of being accessories to the January 2019
protests.116 He warned that the state had begun to search for lawyers, doctors and nurses
who propped up protestors to loot and burn public and private property. President
Mnangagwa accused lawyers and doctors of assuring protesters that they would get free legal
and medical aid should they get arrested or get injured. In a chilling public statement he said
“[w]e are now going after those doctors who were involved in those activities, those lawyers
that were inciting violence, we are now going after them. So those who choose violence, we are
prepared”.117 After the president's utterances, the state intensified its onslaught on CSOs
through newspapers such as The Herald, The Chronicle and its surrogate tabloid The Patriot and
online publication, The Harare Post.
In October 2020, President Emmerson Mnangagwa also made a statement that the government
was in the process of amending the Private Voluntary Organisations Act to “deal” with NonGovernmental Organisations (NGOs) and Private Voluntary Organisations (PVOs) that
operated “outside” their mandate.118 The statement was seemingly made in retaliation to reports
made by CSOs and HRDs to the UN in relation to the abduction of the three MDC-Alliance
women leaders. Throughout 2021, CSOs were also increasingly subjected to public threats by
state officials that they would shut down organisations “straying from their mandates”.
CSOs have been repeatedly accused of being funded by foreign states to undermine the
independence of the judiciary and legitimacy of the government.119 The Minister of Justice
Ziyambi Ziyambi issued a statement on 16 May 2021 that CSOs, including ZLHR, had captured
the judiciary after the High Court had ruled that the term of office of the Chief Justice had
lapsed.120 At a press conference on 21 June 2021, ZANU PF acting political commissar Patrick
116 Thomson J “Emmerson Mnangagwa issues threat to Zimbabwe's doctors and lawyers” Times Live 17 February 2019
available at https://www.timeslive.co.za/news/africa/2019-02-17-emmerson-mnangagwa-issues-threat-to-zimbabwesdoctors-and-lawyers/ [accessed 20 April 2020].
117 As above.
118 Langa V “Mnangagwa threatens to crack whip on NGOs” The Zimbabwe Independent 23 October 2020 available at
https://www.theindependent.co.zw/2020/10/23/mnangagwa-threatens-to-crack-whip-on-ngos/.
119 Mhetu I “Zimbabwe: Mnangagwa Threatens to Deregister Meddlesome NGOs, Confirms Fresh Lockdown Plans” All Africa
10 July 2020 available at https://allafrica.com/stories/202007110171.html; Munhende L “Mnangagwa Plots Total Control Of
NGOs” New Zimbabwe 23 October 2020 available at: https://www.newzimbabwe.com/ mnangagwa-plots-total-control-ofngos/; Langa V “Mnangagwa Threatens to Crack Whip on NGOs” The Zimbabwe Independent 23 October 2020 available at:
https://www.theindependent. co.zw/2020/10/23/mnangagwa-threatens-to-crack-whip-on-ngos/.
120 “Govt Issues Chilling Threat Against ‘Captured’ Judges Who Ruled Against Malaba Stay” New Zimbabwe 15 May 2021
available at: https://www.newzimbabwe.com/govt-issues-chilling-threat-against-captured-judge-who-ruled-againstmalaba-stay/.
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Chinamasa also blamed CSOs for undermining the country’s political, economic, and judicial
systems.121 On 2 September 2021, state spokesperson Nick Mangwana was quoted in the statesponsored Herald newspaper describing ZLHR, Zimbabwe Association of Doctors for Human
Rights and Zimbabwe Human Rights NGO Forum as the “Zimbabwe axis of evil”. The article
went on to accuse the three NGOs of using “fake abductions to advance the false narrative that
there are human rights abuses in the country”.122
Online and offline slander attacks diminish the credibility of HRDs as advocates and destroy the power of
their voices. Attacks against women HRDs online particularly restrict the already limited public spaces in
123
which they can mobilise, and can have devastating impacts on their family and personal lives.

4.5 Administrative crackdowns on CSOs
On 19 January 2018, Zimbabwe’s Ministry of Public Service, Labour and Social Welfare issued a
notice, by way of an advertisement in a local state controlled newspaper (The Herald), calling on
private voluntary organisations (PVOs) to submit their 2017 returns. The notice also advised
organisations described as “operating outside the law” to regularise their operations by
approaching the nearest Social Welfare Offices to register as PVOs.124
In 2019, the District Administrator of Masvingo purported to suspend the activities of the
Community Tolerance Reconciliation and Development Trust (COTRAD), alleging that they
ought to have registered under the Private Voluntary Organisations Act. The High Court
declared the purported suspension as null and void, on the basis that COTRAD was registered
as a trust and not as a Private Voluntary Organisation.125
In June 2021, the Provincial Development Coordinator (PDC) of Harare, Tafadzwa Muguti,
issued directives to all non-governmental organisations (NGOs) to seek operational clearance
through his office and to submit work plans and information on their projects by 9 July 2021.126

121 “Chinamasa Blasts Studio 7 For Allegedly Fronting American Interference” New Zimbabwe 25 June 2021 available at
https://www.newzimbabwe.com/chinamasa-blasts-studio-7-for-allegedly-fronting-american-interference/.
122 “Exposing Zim axis of evil” The Herald 1 September 2021 available at: https://www.herald.co.zw/exposing-zim-axis-of-evil/.
123 See United Nations Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR) “The impact of online violence on women
human rights defenders and women’s organisations” 21 June 2018 available at https://www.ohchr.org/en/statements/
2018/06/impact-online-violence-women-human-rights-defenders-and-womens-organisations?LangID=E&NewsID=23238
[accessed 20 April 2020].
124 Zimbabwe Lawyers for Human Rights “An Assessment Of CSOs Operating Environment In Zimbabwe Post-November 2017”
12 September 2019 available at: https://kubatana.net/2019/09/12/an-assessment-of-csos-operating-environment-inzimbabwe-post- november-2017/.
125 Community Tolerance and Development Trust and 4 Others v District Administrator, Masvingo and Minister of Local
Government, Public Works and National Housing High Court Harare unreported case HC 2152/19. See Zimbabwe Lawyers
for Human Rights (ZLHR) “Zim Court Overturns NGO Ban” 20 March 2019 available at: https://www.zlhr.org.zw/?p=1692
[accessed 5 November 2021].
126 “Harare PDC, Tafadzwa Muguti, Cracks Whip on NGOs” Africa Press 30 June 2021 available at https://www.africapress.net/zimbabwe/all-news/harare-pdc-tafadzwa-muguti-cracks-whip-on-ngos.
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Furthermore, all NGOs were instructed to renew their Memoranda of Understanding with the
government or risk their operations being closed.127
On 29 July 2021, the PDC of Harare Metropolitan province then issued a press statement that all
CSOs that had not submitted their credentials, as directed, to the PDC, would “with immediate
effect be stopped by law enforcement from conducting any operations whatsoever until they
fully comply with the [2003] policy. In particular, obtaining a resolution from the Provincial
Development Committee and recognition by the Minister of State for Provincial Affairs and
Devolution”.128 ZLHR, representing the Zimbabwe Human Rights NGO Forum (the Forum) and
Crisis in Zimbabwe Coalition (CiZC), challenged the directive in court, and obtained an order
suspending the operation of this unlawful directive.129
In 2021 CSOs working in rural areas were ordered by local authorities to enter into
Memorandums of Understanding (MOUs) with the local police and District Administrators
before they were permitted to carry out their activities. Fees have also been imposed for the
MOUs. The requirement for such MOUs is not provided for in law and is a worrying
government policy. The District Administrator is a political appointee and the office is highly
politicised, favouring the ruling party. CSOs focusing on human rights and governance issues
are thus not able to operate freely in rural areas, especially during pre-election periods.
The above series of administrative actions, coupled with the repeated threats and inflammatory statements
made by government officials against CSOs, culminated in the introduction of the Private Voluntary
Organisations Amendment Bill which, as highlighted in Chapter 5 below, threatens to be a tool that may be
used by the authorities to deregister and restrict the operations of CSOs, particularly organisations that have
been consistently and strongly critical of the government on matters of corruption, lack of transparency,
human rights violations and impunity.

127 Saharo T “Zimbabwe: Govt Intensifies Crackdown on NGOs'' New Zimbabwe 10 July 2021 available at
https://allafrica.com/stories/202107100059.html [accessed 9 March 22].
128 “Muguti Bans NGOs That Refuse to Report to Him” ZimEye 30 July 2021 available at https://www.zimeye.net/?s=
Muguti+bans+NGOs+that+refuse+to+report+to+him [accessed 9 March 22]
129 Zimbabwe Human Rights NGO Forum & Crisis in Zimbabwe Coalition Trust v Provincial Development Coordinator of Harare
Metropolitan Province, Minister of State for Provincial Affairs and Devolution of Harare Metropolitan Province, Minister of
Local Government and Public Works, Minister of Home Affairs and Cultural Heritage & Minister of Public Service Labour and
Social Welfare (17 September 2021) Harare High Court unreported case HC 4113/21. See also Taruvinga M “High Court
Reverses Govt’s Threats to Shutdown NGOs” New Zimbabwe 18 September 2021 available at https://
www.newzimbabwe.com/high-court-reverses-govts-threats-to-shutdown-ngos/.
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Chapter 5
Restrictive Legislation used against HRDs

As shown in the previous chapters, the State has used and misused various pieces of legislation
to criminalise the work of HRDS. Many of these pieces of legislation are draconian remnants of
Zimbabwe’s oppressive colonial history, which the State has deliberately failed to revise or
repeal to bring into compliance with the Constitution as well as its regional and international
obligations. ZLHR has analysed many of these laws and continues to advocate for a more
conducive legal framework for the exercise of fundamental freedoms. The following chapter
thus highlights some of the most prominent of laws and provisions that the state has essentially
“weaponised” into a tool of repression to curtail the work of HRDs and CSOs in Zimbabwe.

5.1 Maintenance of Peace and Order Act [Chapter 11:23] (MOPO)
On 15 November 2019, President Mnangagwa signed into law the Maintenance of Peace and
Order (MOPO) Act [Chapter 11:23] which repealed the Public Order and Security Act (POSA)
[Chapter 11:17]. Disappointingly, while the purported intention of revising POSA was to align
legislation with the 2013 Constitution, the MOPO Act largely retained the repressive provisions
of POSA (itself a re-enactment of the repressive colonial Welfare Organisations Act), save for
one provision that the Constitutional Court found to be unconstitutional.130
The lack of a clear presumption in favour of holding peaceful gatherings, protests or
demonstrations in the MOPO Act violates not only the right to freedom of peaceful assembly
and association, but the right to petition the government and to freedom of expression, which
rights are protected under sections 58, 59 and 61 of the Constitution, under Articles 19, 21 and of
the ICCPR, and under Articles 9, 10 and 11 of the African Charter. The failure of the state to
progressively revise POSA through the MOPO Act, also indicates a clear lack of political will to
create a legislative framework that promotes fundamental human rights and freedoms. The
following highlights the most egregious sections of the newly enacted law:
Section 7– Notification procedure
Section 7 of MOPO provides that convenors of a gathering give not less than seven (7) days’
notice of processions, public demonstrations and five (5) days’ notice for public meetings, to the
police before the date on which they are to be held. Convenors of assemblies are criminally

130 The Constitutional Court in the case of Democratic Assembly for Restoration and Empowerment & 3 others v (1) Saunyama
NO & 3 others Constitutional Court unreported case CCZ 9 of 2018 found that section 27 of POSA which granted wide
powers to the police to ban demonstrations for periods of up to 1 month in the interests of the preservation of public order
was an unjustifiable infringement on the right to demonstrate and petition enshrined in the Constitution. See Zimbabwe
Lawyers for Human Rights ”Constitutional Court Judgement on outlawing Section 27 of POSA” [Statement/alert] 26 January
2022 at https://www.zlhr.org.zw/?p=1522.
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liable for failure to notify the police. The offence carries a sentence of up to one year
imprisonment.
In practice, authorities misinterpret this provision to mean that there is a requirement for prior
authorisation to hold peaceful assemblies and demonstrations, and ZLHR has observed that this
provision is often arbitrarily and selectively used against HRDs, CSOs and opposition parties
whose assemblies and demonstrations are perceived as anti-government.
Generally, prior notification procedures are compatible with international human rights law
only when necessary to enable state authorities to adequately facilitate assemblies. Further the
African Commission Study Group on the Right to Freedom of Assembly in Africa has stated
that that notification should not be required too far in advance, with the UN Special Rapporteur
on freedom of association and assembly recommending a maximum of 48 hours prior notice, as
best practice.131
Section 7(5) — Ban on spontaneous assemblies
Section 7(5) makes it a criminal offence for a person to knowingly fail to give notice of a
gathering. The Bill makes no exemption for spontaneous assemblies, thus making them
unlawful. The African Commission has stated that there should be no notification requirements
for spontaneous assemblies and that States should explicitly carve out an exception for
spontaneous assemblies, such as those that occur in response to a particular political decision. 132
Similarly, the UN Special Rapporteur on the Rights of Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and
Association has recommended that States recognise spontaneous assemblies and exempt them
from prior notification requirements.133
Section 8 — Authorisation of peaceful assemblies
Section 8 of MOPO gives extensive powers to the police to prevent and ban protests or to
impose conditions for assemblies, meetings and protests. It provides for consultations and
negotiations to be held with police before marches, processions, demonstrations and public
meetings, giving the police broad powers to issue amendments of notices, and impose
burdensome conditions. In practice, this provision is open to abuse and gives pre-eminence to
authorisation by the police at the expense of fundamental rights. Good practice should provide
that the role of the police is to facilitate the free exercise of rights and to ensure the safety of the
public during protests.

131 UN Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR) Statement by the United Nations Special Rapporteur on
the rights to freedom of peaceful assembly and of association at the conclusion of his visit to the Sultanate of Oman, 13
September 2014 available at: https://www.ohchr.org/en/statements/2014/09/statement-united-nations-specialrapporteur-rights-freedom-peaceful-assembly-and?LangID=E&NewsID=15028.
132 African Commission Report of the Study Group on Freedom of Association and Assembly in Africa (2014) 61.
133 United Nations Human Rights Council Report of the Special Rapporteur on the Rights of Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and
Association, at p 91 – specific recommendation, UN Doc. A/HRC/20/27 (May 21, 2012)
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Section 10 — Prohibition of gatherings within certain areas
Section 10 of MOPO prohibits gatherings within a specified area of the locality of Parliament,
courts and protected places. This section places limitations on rights to peaceful assemblies,
association and freedom to demonstrate and petition. It also violates constitutional rights of
freedom of expression and the right to freedom of movement (section 66) by requiring
permission for gatherings to be sought from the Speaker of Parliament or the Chief Justice.
These parties are unlikely to agree to gatherings if the object of such gatherings concerns them.
Protestors are therefore likely to be restricted from presenting petitions to relevant stakeholders
in protests against the lack of judicial independence, rule of law and separation of powers, or
any other related issues.
Section 12 – Civil liability
Section 12 of MOPO provides for the civil liability of conveners of a gathering in certain
circumstances and is of grave concern. According to this section, a convenor can be sued by an
injured party, “for any loss of or damage to property and any injury to or death of a person
occasioned by any public disorder or breach of the peace caused by the gathering”. In terms of
this provision, convenors of public gatherings are vicariously liable for the acts of others during
the gatherings instead of individual liability.
Section 15 — Police cordons
Section 15 empowers police officers to cordon off any area they may consider reasonably
necessary in the interests of public safety or to contain any public disorder. It also allows peace
officers to conduct searches and seizures without warrants in the cordoned-off areas. The power
to decide whether the cordon is necessary in the interests of public safety or public order is left
to the personal determination of the police officer. It imposes a penalty of up to six months’
imprisonment for any person who knowingly enters or leaves any area around which a cordon
has been established. This has been abused in the past to stifle protests, with police cordoning
off certain areas to prevent protestors from gathering and getting their messages across to the
public. It has also been used to conduct arbitrary searches, in violation of the right to privacy
protected under section 57 of the Constitution.134

5.2 The Criminal Law (Codification and Reform) Act
Zimbabwe’s Criminal Law (Codification and Reform) Act [Chapter 9:23] (the Criminal Code)
contains several sections whose provisions are continuously used to restrict the activities of
HRDs. The Criminal Code criminalises many, otherwise legitimate, actions of citizens and
organisations, including organising peaceful anti-government protests, and critiquing public
authorities, including the president and state security forces. Below are a selection of some of

134 It also violates Articles 17, 19, and 21 and of the ICCPR and Articles 9, 10 and 11 of the African Charter guaranteeing rights
to privacy, freedom of movement, expression, association and assembly.
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the most notorious provisions of the Code which ZLHR has documented as being used against
HRDs.
5.2.1 Section 22 — Subverting a constitutionally elected government
Section 22 of the Criminal Code criminalises subverting a constitutionally elected government.
It is a crime against the state and carries a sentence of up to 20 years in prison. Over the years,
public statements made by HRDs challenging the government, calling for peaceful protests and
reform, have been criminalised under this provision. Since January 2018, more than 24 HRDs
have been arrested and charged with this crime, however, there have been no convictions, with
many of the criminal trials being repeatedly postponed at the instance of the prosecution. In
most cases, the alleged offending conduct is held to fall outside the scope of the elements of the
crime. In the 2017 case of S v Mawarire135 the court clarified the elements of this crime, as
requiring that a person:
1. Inside or outside Zimbabwe
2. Organised or set up, or advocated, urged or suggested the organisation or setting up
of, any group or body
3. With a view to that group or body—
(a) overthrowing or attempting to overthrow the government by unconstitutional
means or
(b) taking over or attempting to take over government by unconstitutional means or
usurping the functions of government or
(c) coercing or attempting to coerce the government
“Unconstitutional means” was determined to be any process not provided for in the
constitution or the law. In establishing its case against the accused, the state is required to
present compelling evidence of the “unconstitutional means” by which the offence had
emerged. If the element giving rise to this offence is found to be an exercise of a right conferred
on the accused in terms of the Constitution, then there cannot be any “unconstitutional means”
giving rise to the offence of subverting a constitutionally elected government.
The provision is overly vague and subject to abuse, criminalising expressions of fundamental
rights under the Declaration of Rights, including the right to freedom of assembly (section
58(1)), the right to demonstrate and petition (section 59), freedom of conscience (section 60),
right to freedom of expression (section 61(1)) and the right to participate individually or
collectively, in gatherings or groups in any other manner, in peaceful activities to influence or
challenge the policies of the government or any political party or cause.136 It fails to pass the

135 S v Mawarire Harare High Court unreported case 802/17.
136 It also violates international and regional treaties to which Zimbabwe is a state party, protecting the rights of persons to
freedom of opinion and expression (Article 9 ACHPR; Article 19 ICCPR), freedom of assembly (Article 11 ACHPR; Article 21
ICCPR), freedom of association (Article 10 ACHPR; Article 22 ICCPR), and the right to political participation (Article 25
ICCPR).
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limitation test provided under section 86 of the Constitution because it is not sufficiently clear,
accessible and precise so that those who are affected by it can ascertain the extent of their rights
and obligations. It violates the right to legal certainty and to administrative justice, political
rights and freedom of expression. The criminalisation of opposing one’s government is not
necessary in the interests of defence, public safety, public order, public morality, public health,
regional or town planning or the general public interest. It causes individuals to self-censor or
tone down their messages to avoid malicious prosecutions and repression.
5.2.2 Section 33 — Insulting or undermining the authority of the President
Section 33 of the Criminal Code is another preferred charge that has been misused to limit the
rights and activities of HRDs. Section 33 criminalises “insulting or undermining the authority of
the President”, purportedly aimed at protecting the honour and dignity of the office of the
President but, in effect, protecting the President from criticism in his or her management of
public affairs. The provision carries a penalty of a level 6 fine, or imprisonment for a year, or
both. Over the years, it has been used to punish and silence any criticism of the head of state in
his personal or official capacity. From 2010—November 2017, ZLHR recorded more than 250
cases of people charged with insulting or undermining the authority of the President and has
recorded more than 30 cases since November 2017.
For conduct to constitute the crime of insulting or undermining the authority of the President in
terms of this provision, it must first be a public statement made by words, by an act, or by a
gesture. Section 33(2)(a) requires that the statement must be made intentionally and there must
be knowledge or recklessness to the fact that the statement is false, or that there is a risk or possibility
that it is false, and that it may engender hostility, hatred, ridicule or contempt of the President.
Confusingly, section 33(2)(b) therefore allows for the criminalisation of a statement that may be
true, and it does not necessarily need to have engendered hostility, ridicule or contempt, so long
as there is a likelihood that it may do so. Alternatively, a person may be convicted if they publicly
and intentionally make any abusive, indecent or obscene statement about the President or President’s
Office, regardless of the knowledge of the offender and the veracity of the statement. The
definition of “abusive, indecent or obscene” is not defined, it is vague and subjective, and
therefore subject to abuse.
The sweeping nature of section 33 means that it can be used to punish any negative comments
against the President, even truthful statements, and justifiable criticism, opinions, satire and
humour.137 It violates freedom of expression protected under the Constitution, and regional and
international instruments to which Zimbabwe is a state party.138 The provision fails to meet the
137 The Commission on Security and Cooperation in Europe “Criminal Defamation and “Insult” Laws: A Summary of Free
Speech Developments in the Czech Republic” 9 January 2002 available at: https://www.csce.gov/ internationalimpact/criminal-defamation-and-insult-laws-summary-free-speech-developments-czech [accessed 18 August 2021].
138 These include Article 9(2) of the African Charter on Human and People’s Rights, Article 19 of the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights (UDHR) and Article 19 of the ICCPR. Section 61 of the Constitution also guarantees the right to freedom of
expression. This right is regarded as a fundamental bedrock of a democratic society. It enables the meaningful participation
of citizens in governance. See Charles Onyango Obbo & Anor v Attorney General [2004] UGSC 81.
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requirements set by the limitation clause under section 86 of the Constitution. The purported
aim of section 33 is to protect the dignity of the office of the ceremonial President.139 However, it
does not serve any legitimate interest as it insulates the president from objective criticism and
scrutiny, placing him beyond reproach. It eliminates bona fide criticism and fails to balance
competing interests. There are other less restrictive means of protecting the dignity of the office
of the President which include requesting apologies, corrections, public statements and
retractions, among others. The law of delict also already affords private actors, as well as public
officials, the opportunity to seek redress, including proportionate damages, for alleged
defamation.
5.2.3 Section 177 —Undermining of police authority
Section 177 is another archaic provision of the Criminal Code that is often used to target HRDs.
It provides for the offence of undermining police authority by showing contempt or ridicule
and attracts a sentence of up to two years’ imprisonment. A person undermines police authority
if they make any false statement or act with an intention or realisation that there is a risk or possibility
of engendering feelings of hostility towards such officer or the Police Service or exposing such officer or
the Police Service to contempt, ridicule or “disesteem”.140
This provision restricts the right to freedom of expression without a lawful cause. Similar to
section 33, analysed above, this provision fails to pass the limitation test under section 86 for a
number of reasons, including the fact that it is vague and it lacks the legal certainty necessary
for people to understand their rights and obligations. It has the effect of preventing people from
manifesting and conveying their legitimate concerns regarding conduct of the Police Service,
even when these are expressed in a non-violent manner. The state is under an obligation not to
interfere with the legitimate exercise of freedom of expression.141
5.2.4 Section 31 — Publishing or communicating false statements prejudicial to the state
Section 31 falls within provisions of the Criminal Code that constitute “Crimes against the
State''. It criminalises publishing false statements prejudicial to the state. Section 31 does not require
that prejudicial effects occur for the accused to commit the offence and the intention of the
accused to cause any harmful effects is not considered. The nebulous provision carries a
sentence of up to 20 years’ imprisonment and has been used to censor HRDs exercising their
right to freedom of expression.

139 Feltoe G “Commentary on the Criminal Law (Codification and Reform) Act [Chapter 9: 23]” (2012) available at:
https://ir.uz.ac.zw/jspui/bitstream/10646/664/1/commentary_on_criminal_law_code_jan_2012.pdf [accessed 18 August
2021].
140 The section requires the statement or act to be made in a public place whether it is in the presence of a police officer or not
and regardless of whether the police officer is on duty or not.
141 In terms of the Constitution and international and regional instruments such as Article 9(2) of the African Charter on
Human and People’s Rights, Article 19 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) and Article 19 of the ICCPR,
which protect freedom of expression.
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The prosecutions of HRDs and journalists through section 31 are inconsistent with the
Constitution as they undermine the fundamental right to freedom of expression. In July 2014,
the Constitutional Court confirmed the Supreme Court decision in Chimakure and another v The
Attorney General142 which held that section 31 was a violation of freedom of expression,
unconstitutional and therefore void.143 The restrictions imposed by section 31(a)(iii) were found
to have exceeded what was reasonable in a democratic society. Despite the Constitutional
Court’s decision, section 31 continues to be weaponised in order to suppress freedom of
expression and personal liberty. ZLHR has documented cases of more than 15 HRDs who have
been arrested and charged under section 31 between 2018-2021.
5.2.5 Section 36 — “Public violence” — Disturbing the peace, security or order of the public
Section 36(1) of the Criminal Code criminalises any person, acting alone or in concert with other
persons, for disturbing the peace, security, or order of the public or any sector of the public; or invading
the rights of other people. It allows for the imposition of a fine not exceeding level 12, or an
imprisonment period of up to 10 years, and in some cases both. The provision requires that the
factors outlined in section 36(2) of the Criminal Code be considered — these include such
matters as: the nature and disturbance or invasion, whether it was in a public place, whether
accused persons were armed, the nature of injuries caused, and whether there was an attack on
the police — to decide whether there has been a sufficient disturbance of public order to
sufficiently constitute this crime.
In 2019, following the mass stay-away protests against the government’s failure to address the
country’s economic crisis, discussed in Chapter 3 above, there was a surge in arrests of HRDs
under this provision. Bail was systematically denied and trials were fast-tracked without
affording HRDs adequate time and facilities to prepare their defence.
Concerningly, the State has repeatedly relied on this provision to retaliate against citizens
exercising their right to peaceful assembly, especially when protests are of an anti-government
nature. In the past four years, over 590 HRDs have been arrested and charged with public
violence. The state has failed to observe the rule of law in arresting HRDs for participating in
protests in violation of their right to demonstrate as enshrined in the Constitution,144 and other
regional and international instruments.
5.2.6 Section 37 — Participating in a gathering with intent to promote public violence,
breaches of peace or bigotry
Section 37 criminalises the act of participating in a gathering with intent to promote public violence,
breaches of peace or bigotry. The requirement for “intention or realisation that there is a real risk or

142 Chimakure & Ors v The Attorney General 2013 (2) ZLR 466 (S) [SC 14-13].
143 See above. See also Southern Africa Litigation Centre “SALC Statement on the attacks on Human Rights Defenders and
Journalists in Zimbabwe” 13 April 2021 available at https://www.southernafricalitigationcentre.org/2021/04/13/statementon-the-attacks-on-human-rights-defenders-and-journalists-in-zimbabwe/ [accessed 5 December 2021].
144 Constitution of Zimbabwe Amendment (No. 20) Act 2013, section 59“Every person has the right to demonstrate and to
present petitions, but these rights must be exercised peacefully”.
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possibility” of violence, breaches of the peace or bigotry leaves a large scope for interpretation,
whereas the law requires certainty. It is immaterial whether the gathering was planned in
advance or if it was spontaneous. The provision is vague and often exploited against HRDs in a
manner consistent with section 36 on public violence.145 Between 2018-2021, more than 234
individuals were arrested and charged under this provision. It is being used to deny HRDs the
right to demonstrate by using excessive measures to break up peaceful protests.
5.2.7 Section 38 — Obstructing free movement of persons or traffic
Section 38(c) criminalises any person who leaves or places on or over any road anything with
the intention, or realising that there is a real risk or possibility, of obstructing such road or
endangering persons using it. Since January 2018, more than 92 HRDs have been charged under
this provision, particularly in the ongoing crackdown on those who participated in the January
2019 stay away protest.
5.2.8 Section 41 — Disorderly conduct in a public place
Section 41 provides that a person shall be guilty of disorderly conduct if they intentionally
engage in disorderly or riotous conduct in a public place; or generally provoke a breach of
peace. The provision is overly vague and liable to abuse in the violation of freedom of assembly,
association and expression. Between 2018-2021, ZLHR represented more than 157 HRDs
arrested and charged under this provision, in violation of their constitutional rights, for
lawfully:


Gathering in support of a political party of their choice ;



Participating in peaceful demonstrations; and



Publicly expressing criticism of the state.

5.2.9 Section 184 — Defeating or obstructing the course of justice
Section 184 criminalises individuals who defeat or obstruct the course of justice. The provision is
misused to crack down on HRDs. In the case of S v Ayanda Nkomo & others,146 five LSU students
were arrested and charged under this provision for conducting a demonstration, which right is
constitutionally enshrined. All five LSU students were acquitted after the state failed to
discharge its burden of proof beyond reasonable doubt that the students committed the alleged
offence. In November 2020, Hopewell Chin’ono was also charged with contravening section
184(1)(c) of the Criminal Code. He had published a tweet147 on 26 October 2020 in which he
145 Criminal Procedure and Evidence Act [Chapter 9:07], section 37 “Any person who acts together with one or more other
persons present with him or her in any place or at any meeting with the intention or realisation that there is a real risk or
possibility of forcibly- disturbing the peace, security or order of the public or any section of the public; or invading the
rights of other people”.
146 Zimbabwe Lawyers for Human Rights “Court acquits university students charged over protest” 17 October 2019 available at
https://kubatana.net/2019/10/17/court-acquits-university-students-charged-over-protest; see also Nkala S “LSU student
protesters freed” Newsday 21 October 2019 available at: https://www.newsday.co.zw/ 2019/10/lsu-student-protestersfreed/.
147 Chin’ono H [Twitter statement] 26 October 2020 available at https://mobile.twitter.com/daddyhope/status/
1321471061800685568 [accessed 12 March 2022]
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criticised the National Prosecuting Authority’s selective application of bail in favour of those
aligned to ZANU PF.

5.3 The Data Protection Act
The Data Protection Act [Chapter 11:12] was enacted on 3 December 2021, and introduces
several amendments to the Criminal Code. Its stated intention is to “increase data protection to
build confidence and trust in the secure use of information and communication technologies by
data controllers, their representatives and data subjects”. It has several provisions that impede
the exercise of fundamental human rights such as freedom of expression.
The Cybersecurity and Monitoring of Interception Communications Centre —established in the
office of the President, and therefore part of the executive—is given broad discretion to
intercept communications and oversee the data protection processes including transfers of
personal information outside Zimbabwe. This broad discretion may be used to monitor HRDs
in violation of their right to privacy protected under section 57 of the Constitution.
5.3.1 Section 164 Criminal Law Code – Transmission of data message inciting violence or
damage to property
Section 35 of the Data Protection Act introduces a new section 164 of the Criminal Code, which
criminalises transmission of data messages inciting violence or damage to property, attracting a
sentence of up to five years’ imprisonment. The provision is vague and lacks legal certainty. It
does not define terms such as “inciting violence”. The language is borrowed from existing
repressive incitement provisions and will likely be used against HRDs including activists and
members of opposition political parties exercising the right to expression online. The existence
of this provision and its high potential for misapplication will result in self-censorship and
suppress dissent.
5.3.2 Section 164C Criminal Law Code – Transmission of false data message intending to
cause harm
Section 35 also introduces a new section 164C of the Criminal Code, criminalising transmission of
false data messages intending to cause harm. This provision fails to specify the conduct that falls
within the ambit of “false data’’ and does not specify the object of this provision. It is too broad
and vague. It provides for a sentence of up to five years’ imprisonment, a hefty sentence that is
unjustifiable under section 86 of the Constitution which requires limitations to fundamental
rights to achieve their purpose through the least restrictive means. Again, these provisions will
likely result in self-censorship of HRDs who will fear being arrested for spreading “fake news”.
The enactment of this provision follows calls in 2020 by the Minister of Information, Publicity
and Broadcasting Services, Monica Mutsvangwa, for the criminalisation of fake news on social
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media in relation to COVID-19.148 The government is effectively bringing back criminal
defamation provisions which have been outlawed by the courts.

5.4 Private Voluntary Organisations Amendment Bill, 2021
On 5 November 2021, the Private Voluntary Organisations Amendment Bill (2021) was
gazetted. The Bill is a culmination of long existing threats to CSOs in Zimbabwe.149 ZLHR has
analysed the bill and raised several concerns about how the Bill is a violation of Zimbabwe’s
constitutional obligation to respect and promote freedom of association.150 If passed into law in
the form that it was gazetted, the Bill will give the government unfettered discretionary powers
to overregulate and interfere in CSOs’ governance and operations. For instance, its provisions
provide the Minister with unchecked powers: to designate any PVO as “high risk” or
“vulnerable” to terrorism abuse and impose special measures on them; to revoke a PVO’s
registration; and to remove or replace its leadership. In addition, to avoid civil penalties, PVOs
would be required to receive approval from the government for any “material change”
including changes to its management and internal constitution. Furthermore, PVOs would be
criminalised on the vague grounds of “supporting or opposing” any political party or
candidate, violating citizens’ section 67 constitutional rights to participate in political matters.
While the government claims that the PVO Amendment Bill is necessary to comply with
counterterrorism and anti-money laundering recommendations of the Financial Action Task
Force (FATF), the state has since been removed from the FATF “grey list”, and there are
adequate laws in place to address money-laundering and terrorism risks in all sectors. Not only
is the PVO Amendment Bill therefore not necessary but its provisions are neither proportionate
nor targeted, as required by the FATF standards.
On 17 December 2021, four UN Special Rapporteurs sent a joint communication to the President
of Zimbabwe expressing their concerns with regard to the legality of the PVO Amendment Bill
and its infringement upon the right to freedom of association.151 They stated that it will have
148 “Minister slams fake news peddlers” The Herald 13 April 2020 available at https://www.herald.co.zw/minister-slams-fakenews-peddlers/ [accessed 17 March 2022].
149 Joint Memorandum to the Cabinet Committee on Legislation by the Minister of Justice and Legal Affairs and the Minister of
Labour and Social Services, Re: Amendment to the Private Voluntary Organisations Act and the Deeds Registries Act
Available at: http://archive.kubatana.net/docs/legisl/moj_pvo_letter_090520.pdf; Langa V “Mnangagwa threatens to crack
whip on NGOs” The Zimbabwe Independent 23 October 2020 available at https://www.theindependent.co.zw/2020/10/23/
mnangagwa-threatens-to-crack-whip-on-ngos/; Centre for Innovation and Technology “Govt Tightens Screws On NGOs
Operations, Approves Amendment To PVO Act” 1 September 2021 available at: https://kubatana.net/2021/09/01/govttightens-screws-on-ngos-operations-approves-amendment-topvo-act/.
150 Zimbabwe Lawyers for Human Rights “Analysis of the Private Voluntary Organisations Amendment Bill, 2021”; Zimbabwe
Lawyers for Human Rights “The Operating Space of Civil Society Organisations in Zimbabwe: A Critical Analysis of the
Proposed Regulation of Civil Society” December 2021.
151 United Nations Communication by the Special Rapporteur on the rights to freedom of peaceful assembly and of association;
the Special Rapporteur on the promotion and protection of the right to freedom of opinion and expression; the Special
Rapporteur on the situation of human rights defenders and the Special Rapporteur on the promotion and protection of
human rights and fundamental freedoms while countering terrorism to the President of Zimbabwe on the Private Voluntary
Organisations Amendment Bill 2021 (Ref: OL ZWE 3/2021) 17 December 2021 available at
https://spcommreports.ohchr.org/ TMResultsBase/DownLoadPublicCommunicationFile?gId=26903.
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grave consequences for human rights if passed into law in its current form. They stressed that
the PVO Bill will grant unchecked discretion to authorities and its provisions contain overly
broad and vague language ripe for abuses against politically disfavoured organisations. A
report by the Zimbabwe Human Rights NGO Forum, Southern Africa Human Rights Defenders
Network and Accountability Lab also warned that approximately 18 000 jobs in the CSO sector
would be lost if the Bill is passed into law.152 On 3 March 2022, during a ZANU PF weekly press
conference, ZANU PF spokesperson Chris Mutsvangwa issued a chilling statement in response
to the report, stating that: “We have no lament for these 18,000 jobs. They must go. Because
these are drone jobs. They champion things which have nothing to do with the day-to-day
production of the Zimbabwean people. And what do they focus on? They focus on human
rights, democracy, these things are not edible, they are intangible, they are only a yard stick of
western countries to try and influence our country.”153

5.5 Proposed “Patriotic Bill” provisions
In October 2020, the Minister of Information announced that Cabinet had approved
amendments to the Criminal Law (Codification and Reform) Act154 that would: criminalise the
conduct of citizens and groups who cooperate or conspire with foreign governments to inflict
suffering on Zimbabwean citizens and cause damage to national interests; outlaw protests that
coincide with international events; and, criminalise unsubstantiated claims of torture and
abductions that are concocted to tarnish the image of government.155 The government has
publicly justified the need for such a law on the basis of the existence of similar legislation in
other jurisdictions, such as the United States of America which has the Logan Act.156 This is
despite the fact that the existence of the Logan Act has also been a cause for concern, violates
international human rights law, and the United States has reportedly not successfully
prosecuted anyone under the Act for over 200 years.157 Several human rights organisations,
including ZLHR, have raised concern over the proposed introduction of these “patriotic
provisions” which are vague and overly broad, giving the government extremely wide
discretionary power to determine what amounts to conduct undermining the country.158 In
152 Zimbabwe Human Rights NGO Forum, Southern Africa Human Rights Defenders Network and Accountability Lab “Punching
Holes into a Fragile Economy? The Possible Economic Impact of the Private Voluntary Organisations Amendment Bill
gazetted on 5 November 2021: Research Report February 2022”, available at: https://kubatana.net/wpcontent/uploads/2022/03/Research-Repoort-Punching-holes-into-a-fragile-economy-Possible-economic-impact-of-PVOAmendment-Bill.pdf.
153 “Forget NGO jobs, focus on Pfumvudza – Mutsvangwa, Zim Morning Post 5 March 2022 available at:
https://www.zimmorningpost.com/forget-ngo-jobs-focus-on-pfumvudza-mutsvangwa/.
154 Towindo L “New law to criminalise unpatriotic acts” Sunday Mail 4 October 2020 available at
https://www.sundaymail.co.zw/new-law-to-criminalise-unpatriotic-acts [accessed 5 November 2021].
155 As above.
156 Zimfact “Zimbabwe’s proposed ‘Logan Act’” 6 November 2020 available at https://zimfact.org/factsheet-zimbabwesproposed-logan-act/.
157 As above.
158 Ngwenya S “The Patriot Bill: A threat to freedom of Expression” Human Rights Pulse 3 May 2021 available at
https://www.humanrightspulse.com/mastercontentblog/the-patriot-bill-a-threat-to-freedom-of-expression.
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particular, the criminalisation of communications by CSOs to foreign governments would
directly restrict the ability of organisations to engage the international community on matters of
human rights. MISA Zimbabwe, in a statement, succinctly outlined that “when citizens exercise
their constitutional rights for purposes of transparency and accountability, such conduct should
not be perceived as attacks on the government, the ruling party or any specific individuals”. 159
While an inter-ministerial taskforce was established by the government in 2015 to facilitate the legislative
alignment process to the new 2013 Constitution, only about half of the targeted laws for alignment have
been amended. The state has shown particular reluctance to amend laws that would ensure the protection
and promotion of civil and political rights, even in instances where the Constitutional Court has ruled certain
provisions to be a violation of freedom of expression. Where the state has introduced new Acts, like the
MOPO Act, these have amounted to simple “window dressing” rather than substantively aligning laws with
the Constitution. In addition, the State has amended the Constitution to increase executive powers over the
judiciary. At the time of writing this report, Zimbabwean civil society and international human rights experts
have expressed grave concern over the gazetting of the Private Voluntary Organisations Amendment Bill
which would further restrict the civic space and the operations of CSOs.

159 Media Institute of Southern Africa Zimbabwe “Zimbabwe’s looming Patriot Bill cause for great concern” 14 October 2020
available at https://zimbabwe.misa.org/2020/10/14/zimbabwes-looming-patriot-bill-cause-for-great-concern/.
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Chapter 6
A Snapshot of Malicious Prosecutions of HRDs

This chapter seeks to briefly examine a select number of cases from 2018-2021, which illustrate
the state’s misuse of the criminal justice system — through the application of the restrictive
legislation highlighted in Chapter 5 — to harass, intimidate and punish HRDs. The cases
highlight how the restrictive legislation has been applied primarily in retaliation to citizens
exercising their fundamental rights to criticise or hold the government to account. ZLHR’s cases
document how HRDs are subjected to inhuman and degrading treatment and punishment
throughout the prosecution and trial process, with discriminatory and unlawful prosecutorial
and judicial practices and decisions authorising lengthy pre-trial detentions, and continuation
and postponements of frivolous trials, in patent contravention of HRDs’ constitutional rights.
As will be shown, the cases have hardly resulted in successful convictions —with limited to no
effort put into genuinely prosecuting and presenting concrete evidence during trials—
demonstrating that the Police Service and the National Prosecution Authority are being used as
a tool for intimidation and suppression in these cases, rather than for justice delivery.

6.1 HRDs prosecuted under the crime of subverting a constitutionally elected
government
S v Job Sikhala160
On 11 July 2019, Job Sikhala — a human rights lawyer and an MDC-Alliance member of
parliament for St Marys Chitungwiza — was arrested and charged with subverting a
constitutionally elected government. The state alleged that during a July 2019 rally in Bikita,
Sikhala said that his party would overthrow President Emmerson Mnangagwa before the 2023
general elections. Despite being arrested in Harare and set to appear at the Harare Rotten Row
Magistrate’s Court, he was blindfolded and rushed to Bikita Magistrates Court by the police
without the knowledge of his lawyers.161 Before the Bikita Magistrates Court, Sikhala raised
complaints about his ill-treatment while in police custody, but these were not substantively
addressed. Sikhala was released on bail on 15 July 2019.
After numerous postponements, he was finally acquitted on 14 February 2020, seven months
after his arrest. The court upheld an “exception” application filed by his lawyers, raising a
technical objection that the pleadings were inherently faulty and should be set aside. The court
reached a welcome decision that “the state had simply cherry picked certain words or

160 S v Sikhala High Court Masvingo unreported case HMA 4 of 2020, CRB 04-20.
161 Taruvinga M “Zimbabwe: Sikhala in $1,5m Govt Suit Over Arrest, Says Slept in Urine Soaked Blankets” NewZimbabwe.com 8
July 2020 available at: https://allafrica.com/stories/202007080154.html.
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utterances in the midst of some alleged speech or pronouncements in order to construe some
specific narrative” but the offending words did not make sense and did not amount to
“overthrowing or attempting to overthrow the government through unconstitutional means.”162
The court emphasised that it would be a sad day if people were to be tried based on semantics,
and that the offending conduct should go beyond the mere holding of a microphone by an
excitable politician at a rally.163
S v Rashid Stuart Mahiya164
On 25 February 2019, Rashid Stuart Mahiya, the board chairperson of the Crisis Coalition of
Zimbabwe — an organisation that focuses on democracy, human rights, good governance and
sustainable development issues — and the Director of Heal Zimbabwe —an organisation
focused on peacebuilding efforts in local communities in Zimbabwe — handed himself over to
the police, following repeated acts of intimidation against his family,165 and he was arrested and
charged with subverting a constitutionally elected government.166
The State alleged that around 3 to 6 December 2018, Mahiya, in his capacity as the board chair
of Crisis Coalition, had addressed participants at a workshop in Harare and told people to go
and protest and resist law and order. The state further alleged that as a result of Mahiya’s
utterances at the workshop, protestors participating in the 14 January 2019 protests had
destroyed and looted property.
Mahiya was held in pre-trial detention for three weeks, then finally released on bail on 18
March 2019 under onerous bail conditions including reporting to the police twice a week, and
surrendering his passport. After endless postponements by the state, stretching over a year,
Mahiya’s lawyers made an application for removal from remand, meaning a withdrawal of the
proceedings due to lack of prosecution. The magistrate refused to remove Mahiya from remand
on the basis that the charges he was facing were too severe. Mahiya’s lawyers subsequently
approached the High Court for review and, after a protracted legal battle spanning over 2 years,
on 6 November 2021, his application for refusal of further remand was finally granted.
S v Amos Chibaya167
On 16 January 2019, Amos Chibaya — the national organising secretary of the Movement for
Democratic Change-Alliance (MDC-A) party — was arrested at night from his home on
allegations that he organised the 14 January 2019 protests. He was initially charged with public
violence as defined in section 36 of the Criminal Law Code. He was denied bail and trial was set
162 Judgment in S v Sikhala High Court Masvingo unreported case HMA 4 of 2020, CRB 04-20 available at:
http://www.jsc.org.zw/jscbackend/upload/Judgements/High%20Court/Masvingo/2021/HMA%200420%20THE%20STATE%20vs%20JOB%20SIKHALA.pdf
163 As above.
164 S v Mahiya High Court Harare unreported case HC 5874/20, CRB 2348/2019.
165 The build-up to his arrest, including the abduction of his mother and assault of his brother, is discussed in Chapter 4
166 Zimbabwe Lawyers for Human Rights “CSO Leader Mahiya Charged With Plotting to Overthrow Mnangagwa's Govt” 25
February 2019 available at: https://allafrica.com/stories/201902260254.html.
167 S v Chibaya High Court Harare unreported case HC 3399/20.
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for 25 January after the state indicated that they were ready for a "fast-tracked trial". However,
on the return date, the state failed to produce any witnesses. He was denied bail on the basis
that he is an influential figure and given the “tense atmosphere” prevailing in the country it
would not be in the best interests of the country to grant him bail.168 He appealed the decision at
the High Court, and bail was finally granted on 29 January 2019, two weeks after his arrest.
Upon his release on 29 January 2019, he was immediately charged with another offence, of
subverting a constitutional government, again on the basis of his alleged involvement in the 14
January protests, and re-detained. The allegations were that he had published an article in a
local newspaper calling for nationwide protests and was thus attempting to overthrow a
constitutional government. It was the state’s case that the violent protests that ensued in Mkoba,
Mtapa and Ascot high density suburbs in Gweru were as a result of Chibaya’s conduct. When
he appeared in court, a warrant of further detention was granted to the police to allow them
more time to undertake additional investigations. He was finally granted bail eight days later,
on 6 February 2019.
On 25 November 2019, Chibaya was acquitted on the incitement charge because the state had
no witnesses and there was not enough evidence to tie him to the offence. The state also
withdrew the charge in the subversion matter, having consented to the fact that there was
insufficient evidence for the matter to proceed to trial.
S v Joana Mamombe169
MP Joana Mamombe, the MDC-A legislator for Harare West constituency, was arrested at
8.30am on 2 March 2019 at Troutbeck Hotel in Nyanga while attending a parliamentary
meeting. She was charged with subverting a constitutionally elected government for allegedly
holding a press conference two months earlier, on 14 January 2019, in Harare. It was alleged
that during the press conference she had urged people to engage in the January 2019 stay-away
protests, encouraging them to sabotage the government's essential services in order to
overthrow the government.
At her first appearance in court at 10:00 on 4 March 2019, her lawyers challenged her placement
on remand arguing that her detention without appearing before a court exceeded the
constitutionally permitted 48 hours. The challenge was dismissed. On 8 March 2019, she was
released on bail after six days in pre-trial detention. In January 2020, after months of
postponements, the state had still not concluded its investigations and Mamombe was finally
removed from remand, meaning the criminal proceedings were withdrawn due to the lack of
prosecution. The state was ordered to proceed by way of summons.

168 “2 MDC MPs denied bail over inciting protests” Zimbabwe Today 18 January 2019 available at: https://zimbabwetoday.com/2-mdc-mps-denied-bail-over-inciting-protests/.
169 S v Mamombe unreported case CRB 2519/19.
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S v Nyasha Frank Mpahlo and 6 others (known as the “Maldives Seven”)170
On 20 May 2019, state security agents arrested four HRDs at the Robert Mugabe International
Airport in Harare on their return from a workshop in the Maldives, detained them at Chikurubi
maximum security prison, and charged them with subverting a constitutional government. The
arrested HRDs were George Makoni of the Centre for Community Development Trust; Nyasha
Frank Mpahlo of Transparency International Zimbabwe; Tatenda Mombeyarara of the Citizens
Manifesto; and Gamuchirai Mukura of Community Tolerance Reconciliation and Development
Trust. On the next day, 21 May, the police also arrested Farirai Gumbonzvanda, a girls’ rights
defender and community volunteer at the Rozaria Memorial Trust. Stabile Dewa of Women’s
academy for Leadership and Political Excellence and Rita Nyampinga of Female Prisoners
Support were later arrested on 27 May 2019.
The state alleged that on 13 May 2019 the seven HRDs — who became known as the Maldives
Seven — had attended a training workshop organised by the Centre for Applied Non-Violent
Action and Strategies, with the aim of subverting the government.171 The State alleged that the
seven HRDs had been trained on how to mobilise citizens to turn against the government and
to engage in acts of civil disobedience and resistance of laws.172
George Makoni, Tatenda Mombeyarara, Gamuchirai Mukura, Farirai Gumbonzvanda and
Frank Nyasha Mpahlo were granted bail on 7 June 2019, 18 days after their arrest. Their onerous
bail conditions included to report to the police every day. While in custody, Rita Nyampinga
(61) was denied medical attention. She and Stabile Dewa were finally granted bail by the High
Court on 10 June 2019, two weeks after their arrest. The conditions of their release were
similarly strict, including to report to the police station every day. Their lawyers applied for an
order to compel the police to release their confiscated property to no avail. The state was
granted at least eight postponements on the basis that the police were still doing investigations.
The court repeatedly refused applications by the seven HRDs’ lawyers for the relaxation of bail
conditions. On 12 August 2020, the HRDs were finally removed from remand, meaning the
charges were withdrawn, due to the state having failed to commence the trial against them after
15 months of court appearances.
S v Evan Mawarire and another173
Evan Mawarire is a pastor and HRD who started the #ThisFlag democracy movement. In
January 2019, he circulated Facebook videos encouraging Zimbabweans to heed a stay-at-home
strike called by Peter Mutasa, president of the country's biggest labour union, the Zimbabwe
Congress of Trade Union (ZCTU). Armed police arrested him at his home on 16 January 2019.

170 S v Mpahlo & 6 others unreported case CRB 6930-34/19.
171 Dube G “4 Zimbabweans facing charges of attempting to subvert Mnangagwa government granted tough bail conditions”
VOA News 7 June 2019 available at https://www.voazimbabwe.com/a/zimbabwe-court-grants-bail-to-four-zimbabweansfacing-charges-of-subverting-/4949897.html [accessed 17 March 2022].
172 As above.
173 S v Mawarire & another unreported case HCB 119/2019, CRB HREP/2019.
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Initially, he was charged with inciting public violence and later subverting a constitutionally
elected government. He was granted bail at the High Court on 29 January, almost two weeks
later. Mutasa was also arrested and charged with the same offence. Their cases were joined as
they were based on the same allegations. Mutasa was granted bail by the High Court a week
later, on 1 February 2019, with stringent conditions requiring him to report three times a week.
The reporting conditions were finally relaxed on 18 March 2019.
Following the trend in subversion cases, their matter suffered several postponements after the
state on many occasions indicated that it was not yet ready to commence with the trial. On 21
November 2019, Mawarire and Mutasa were finally removed from remand, meaning the
charges against them were withdrawn, after the state conceded that there was insufficient
evidence for the matter to go to trial.
The cases documented illustrate the state’s practice of arresting and charging HRDs with serious offences
without enough evidence and without carrying out the investigations necessary for these matters to
proceed to trial. As a result, defenders spend months in court, with their cases subjected to repeated
postponements. This indicates a well-calculated strategy by the state of subjecting HRDs to lengthy trials,
taking away their time and resources to otherwise engage in their human rights work. This conduct not only
restricts the civic space, but it also amounts to wasteful expenditure of taxpayer funds in the politicisation of
the criminal justice system.

6.2 HRDs prosecuted under the charge of insulting or undermining the authority of
the President
S v Morgan Muchemwa174
Morgan Muchemwa, a resident of Rushinga in Mashonaland Central province, was arrested in
July 2019 and charged with undermining the authority of or insulting the president. The state
alleged that on 25 May 2019, at Marymount Business Centre, Muchemwa told three ZANU PF
party supporters that they were wasting their time in lending support to President Mnangagwa
and his ZANU PF party, and blamed the president for presiding over Zimbabwean’s suffering.
Muchemwa was remanded out of custody. On 22 July 2019, the prosecutor was not ready for
trial, and Muchemwa was removed from remand, meaning the charges against him were
withdrawn.
S v Darlington Zinyembe175
On 20 August 2019, Darlington Zinyembe and two others were arrested and charged with
insulting or undermining the authority of the president in terms of section 33, after making
derogatory comments about the president. On 22 August 2019, they were brought to Western
Commonage Magistrates Court in Bulawayo for their initial appearance. The court upheld an
“exception” application filed by their lawyers, raising a technical objection to have the charges
174 S v Muchemwa Harare High Court unreported case 2966/19
175 S v Zinyemba Harare High Court unreported case 802/17.
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set aside on the basis that they did not disclose an offence. The prosecutor also did not have the
necessary consent from the Prosecutor General to prosecute as required by law. The prosecutor
was ordered by the court to proceed by way of summons. To date, the state has not pursued the
case.
S v Godfrey Kuraone176
On 6 July 2020, Godfrey Kurauone, the MDC Alliance Youth Assembly National Organiser, was
arrested with Ephraim Mtombeni and detained at Masvingo Central Police Station. They were
alleged to have acted in common purpose in insulting the President at a bus terminus. He
allegedly addressed commuters, saying: “Let’s unite and remove this corrupt government and
Mnangagwa. President Mnangagwa and his criminals must go”. He was charged with insulting the
President, and with criminal nuisance under section 46 of the Criminal Code. He was denied
bail in the Magistrates Court, and only granted bail on appeal in the High Court on 15 July 2020,
nine days after his arrest. He was acquitted on 10 September 2020 after successfully applying for
discharge at the close of the state case on the basis that there was no evidence to prove the
essential elements of the offence.

6.3 HRDs prosecuted under the charge of disorderly conduct
S v Brian Kembo
On 27 May 2019, Brian Kembo, a Councillor for Ward 3 in Bindura was summoned to appear at
Bindura Magistrates Court to answer allegations of disorderly conduct as defined in section 41
of the Criminal Code. He had allegedly stated that President Mnangagwa was the cause of the
economic crisis and responsible for the suffering of the people of Zimbabwe. When the matter
went to trial, prosecutors alleged that Kembo’s statements amounted to disorderly conduct.
After a lengthy trial the court acquitted Kembo on 30 October 2019, having determined that the
evidence presented during trial was insufficient to warrant a conviction.

6.4 HRDs prosecuted under the charge of publishing false statements prejudicial to
the state
Joana Mamombe v Prosecutor General177
On 10 June 2020, Joana Mamombe was arrested and charged with publishing or communicating
false statements prejudicial to the state as defined in section 31 of the Criminal Code or,
alternatively, defeating or obstructing the course of justice as defined in section 184 of the Act.
As highlighted in Chapter 4, in May 2020, Mamombe, Marova and Chimbiri had been arrested
after they attended a protest during the COVID-19 lockdown,178 and then handed over to
unknown agents who tortured and sexually assaulted them, including forcing them to drink
176 S v Kuraone unreported case MSVP 867/20.
177 Mamombe v Prosecutor General & 3 others Harare High Court unreported case HC 5435/20, HH 629-20.
178 Zimbabwe Lawyers for Human Rights “Tortured abductees charged over lockdown hunger protest” 26 May 2020 available
at HRDs Under Threat- Final - v1b.docx.
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each other’s urine, over two days, till they were dumped outside of Harare179 Following her
police report, extensive news reports of their abduction and torture, and a video recording of
her testimony having been widely shared on social media, Mamombe was arrested under
section 31 allegedly for lying and faking her own abduction.180
Mamombe’s case, like many other high profile HRD cases, was referred to the special AntiCorruption unit of the Magistrates Court. She was initially denied bail, which was only granted
on appeal in the High Court after 16 days, on 26 June 2020. As a result of the trauma that she
suffered after her abduction, she was admitted to a specialist medical facility on 4 September
2020. Her trial had been scheduled for 15 September 2020 and she failed to attend the trial due
to her hospitalisation. This resulted in the Magistrates Court issuing a warrant for her arrest and
the police went to the medical facility where she was hospitalised with the intention to arrest
her. Her lawyers immediately applied to the High Court and the warrant was cancelled. The
state then went on to make an application to the court to invoke the provisions of section 26 of
the Mental Health Act [Chapter 15:12], for her to be examined by two medical practitioners to
enquire into her mental state. An order was granted for her to be removed from the private
medical facility where she was receiving treatment, and to be detained at Harare Remand
Prison for psychiatric examination on her mental state. She filed an urgent chamber application
challenging the unlawfulness of her detention given that she had been granted bail by the High
Court, and was being unfairly discriminated against based on her mental health condition.
Justice Muremba of the High Court granted her application with a welcome finding that:
There was… no just cause for placing [Mamombe] in custody thereby depriving her of
her right to personal liberty which is jealously guarded by section 49 of the Constitution.
A person’s liberty is of paramount importance. The interests of justice can still be served
even if the accused is ordered to undergo mental examination whilst out of custody.
Mamombe’s lawyers applied for her case to be referred to the Constitutional Court for a
determination on the constitutionality of the offence, but the application was dismissed, and her
trial commenced on 15 May 2022, almost two years after her arrest.
The cases of S v Fadzayi Mahere,181 S v Hopewell Chin’ono182 and S v Job Sikhala183
On 4 January 2021, a video circulated on social media in which a police officer was said to have
indiscriminately assaulted and killed a baby with a baton stick while it was on its mother's back.
Investigative journalist Hopewell Chin'ono, opposition party MDC Alliance (now Citizens
Coalition for Change) Deputy Chairperson MP Job Sikhala, and MDC Alliance (now Citizens
Coalition for Change) spokesperson and lawyer Fadzayi Mahere were alleged to have posted
comments on their social media accounts sharing the video and condemning the actions of the
179
180
181
182
183

As above.
As above.
S v Mahere unreported case CRB 7017/20.
S v Chin’ono unreported case CRB HREP 353/20.
S v Sikhala High Court Harare unreported case HH37/21, B 110/21.
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policeman in allegedly beating and killing a child. Between 8 and 11 January, the three were
arrested in terms of section 31(a) of the Criminal Code for publishing false statements thereby
undermining public confidence in a law enforcement agency or, alternatively, inciting or
promoting public disorder or public violence or endangering public safety. It was the police’s
position that the baby had not died. They challenged the constitutionality of their arrests and
detention under section 31(a) of the Criminal Law (Codification and Reform) Act on the basis
that it violated their constitutional right to freedom of expression. All three cases were referred
to the special Anti-Corruption division of the Magistrates Court.
During her remand and bail proceedings, Mahere raised complaints that she was detained in
inhuman and degrading conditions, including: no toilet paper, raised toilet blocks in cells that
could not be flushed, a puddle of urine and stench of stale urine in her cell, blankets infested
with lice, no provision of sanitary ware, and lack of observance of WHO COVID-19 guidelines,
particularly: lack of temperature checks and sanitisation upon entry, lack of face masks, one of
the police officers who attended to her had a high fever, and lack of social distancing in the cell
populated with seven other people. She was finally granted bail on 18 January 2021, after a
week in prison custody. Upon her release she tested positive for COVID-19, having been
exposed in custody due to the failure to adhere to COVID-19 safety protocols.
Chin’ono was denied bail on the basis that the case against him was “overwhelming”. Sikhala
was also denied bail, on the basis that that he had a “propensity to commit offences” and that
there was a “likelihood that he would abscond” from trial, in spite of the fact that he had no
previous convictions or prior violations of bail conditions. They were remanded into custody at
Chikurubi Maximum Prison. During their extended bail proceedings they complained that they
were being denied access to lawyers, that there was a lack of social distancing in cells and in
transportation to and from prisons, that there was a lack of water in the prisons, and that they
were shackled in leg irons and handcuffed when being brought to court. A magistrate issued an
order in Chin'ono's case for Prisons and Correctional Services to redress these violations, but the
prison authorities disregarded the order. Chin’ono was finally granted bail on 27 January, after
19 days in prison custody, and Sikhala on 1 February 2021, after 23 days in pre-trial detention.
On 28 April 2021, the High Court set aside Chin’ono’s prosecution on charges of publishing or
communicating false statements prejudicial to the State on the basis that section 31(a)(iii) of the
Criminal Code had been declared unconstitutional by the Constitutional Court in the case of
Chimakure and 2 others vs Attorney General in 2014. The National Prosecuting Authority has since
appealed the decision to the Supreme Court. At the time of writing, the appeal was still
pending.
When Sikhala’s matter went for trial on 23 September 2021, the state sought a postponement of
six months to February 2022 pending the outcome of the National Prosecuting Authority’s
appeal against the decision in the Chin’ono case. Sikhala’s lawyers also made an application for
referral of the matter to the Constitutional Court for a determination of the constitutional
validity of section 31(a) of the Criminal Law (Codification and Reform) Act. In January 2022, the
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application was dismissed on the basis that it was premature to refer the matter. The trial has
been postponed on numerous occasions, and at the time of writing was set down for 4 April
2022.
Fadzayi Mahere’s case also went through several postponements throughout 2021, with the
state repeatedly asking for extra time to carry out investigations. The state has been granted
numerous postponements on the basis that they are carrying out “extra-territorial
investigations” with the social media platform, Twitter. Mahere’s passport is still being held as
part of her bail conditions, impacting on her political career and activities.
The cases documented demonstrate not only an intolerance by the state to criticism but highlight several
violations of due process and a total disregard for the right to a fair hearing protected under section 69 of
the Constitution of Zimbabwe. In addition to the right of an accused to be tried within a reasonable time, an
accused has a right to the presumption of innocence and to be tried before an independent and impartial
court. ZLHR has, however, noted a disturbing pattern where high profile HRD clients are being systematically
denied bail at the lower courts. Their bail appeals at the higher courts are then often delayed due to
reserved judgments, delays in production of court records, or the prosecution not being prepared to
proceed despite the gravity of bail proceedings. While the HRDs are eventually granted bail, by the time of
their release the accused HRDs would have spent weeks or, in more egregious cases, months in pre-trial
detention. Thereafter the state fails to present witnesses against the accused, and as highlighted above,
after months of postponements, the HRDs’ cases are finally either removed from further remand, acquitted
or dismissed.
In some instances, politically sensitive cases of HRDs are being prosecuted in a specialised “Anti-Corruption
Unit” of the Criminal Magistrates Court, which indiscriminately and arbitrarily denies bail. The use of a
“specialised court” for politicised cases points to an impartial justice system. The Constitution in section 167
provides for the independence of the judiciary. Courts must be unbiased in the application of the law and
deal with cases promptly. Judicial independence ensures that there is public confidence in the impartiality of
the judiciary. It also maintains the rule of law and legality.

6.5 HRDs prosecuted under the charge of incitement to commit public violence and
participating in a gathering with intention to commit public violence
S v Allan Moyo184
Allan Moyo is an outspoken student activist studying at the University of Zimbabwe. He is the
vice secretary-general of ZINASU (Zimbabwe National Students Union) and was a youth
member of the MDC-Alliance opposition party. He has been actively involved in protests
calling for the promotion and protection of human rights and good governance in Zimbabwe.
On 3 July 2020, he and several other activists addressed members of the public at a public bus
terminus located in the city of Harare.185 A video circulated on social media which showed
Moyo publicly calling for a “revolution” against corruption and the deteriorating socio184 S v Moyo unreported case 11503/20.
185 Copacabana bus terminus.
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economic conditions in the country. On 7 December 2020, he was arrested at Harare Central
Police Station and charged in terms of sections 187(1)(a) and 36(1)(a) of the Criminal Code with
alleged incitement to commit public violence, alternatively, with participating in a gathering
with intent to promote public violence or breaches of the peace under section 37(1)(b) of the
Code.
On 10 December 2020, the Magistrates Court dismissed Moyo’s bail application on the basis that
he was of no fixed abode; it was in the interest of justice for him to be detained pending trial as
there was overwhelming evidence tying him to the offence; and that if he was given a slight
chance of freedom he would abscond. Allan Moyo’s lawyers lodged an appeal in the High
Court on 15 December 2020 and lawyers appeared before the court to argue Moyo’s bail appeal
on at least seven occasions in December 2020.186 The matter was repeatedly postponed to allow
for production of the record. On 28 January 2021, 52 days after dismissal of the first bail
application, the High Court judgment in Moyo’s bail appeal was finally handed down and the
appeal dismissed. A fresh application for bail based on the harrowing conditions at Harare
Remand prison, where he was being held during a severe spike in COVID infections, was also
dismissed. He appealed the decision and on 19 February 2021, he was finally granted bail,
ending a pre-trial detention period of over 70 days.
On 27 October 2021, he successfully applied for removal from remand, meaning the charges
against him were withdrawn, as the prosecutor had not been ready to commence trial since his
arrest in December 2020, ten months earlier. The state was advised to proceed by way of
summons if it intended to reinstitute these charges against him.
In addition to due process and fair trial violations, several of the documented cases demonstrate how
detainees are being detained in severely overpopulated and dehumanizing conditions. HRDs reported being
held in overly crowded cells, with no access to water, proper ablution facilities, clean prison garb, adequate
food or bedding. For female prisoners, no female sanitary ware was made available. In its handling of the
COVID-19 pandemic, the state did not ensure access to clean water and soap or other methods of hand
sanitisation facilities, temperature checks, supply of masks, or observation of social distancing between
prisoners. HRDs reported that several detainees who were in the same cells fell severely ill with symptoms
187
of COVID-19 and died. The Constitution provides that conditions of detention must be consistent with
human dignity, which includes the provision, at the expense of the state, to adequate accommodation,
ablution facilities, personal hygiene, nutrition, and medical treatment. The United Nations Standard
Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners also state that prisoners should enjoy the same standards of
health care available in the community. However HRDs continue to be detained in facilities that fall short of
recommended human rights standards.

186 Moyo’s lawyers attended court on 17, 19, 23, 26, 27, 28 and 31 December 2020.
187 During the course of Moyo’s detention, his legal representatives lodged an urgent chamber application [HC 47/2021] on his
behalf before the High Court raising complaints regarding the inhuman and degrading detention conditions at Harare
Remand Prison, but the application was dismissed on a technicality.
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Another deeply concerning trend is the placement of HRDs awaiting trial in maximum security prison, and in
cells with accused persons charged with serious crimes such as rape, murder and armed robbery. Chin’ono
and Sikhala were held for several weeks at Chikurubi Maximum Prison. Regional and international human
rights standards are clear that, save for exceptional circumstances, accused persons must be segregated
from convicted persons and subject to separate treatment appropriate to their status as unconvicted
188
persons. It would, however, seem that the State deliberately subjects HRDs to unduly harsh prison
conditions.

S v Makomborero Haruzivishe189
On 5 February 2020, student leader Makomborero Haruzivishe was arrested on charges of
inciting public violence and resisting arrest. The state alleged that he whistled to mobilise
citizens to revolt against police officers who were arresting vendors. The state also alleged that
he resisted arrest when he queried why they were arresting vendors. At that time he spent two
nights at Harare Central police station, and then was released on bail.190
On 19 February 2020, he was again arrested and charged with participating in a public
gathering with intent to promote public violence, breach of peace or bigotry as defined in
section 37(1)(b) of the Criminal Code. MDC-A youths had participated in a gathering holding
placards labelled “respect our Constitution, ED enda, ED must go” and “hatichada kunyengerera”
and “hatipiwe order nemasaskamu”. The state alleged that Haruzivishe and others had embarked
on demonstrations without clearance from the authorities. Haruzivishe reported that, at the
time of his arrest, he was in a restaurant that had been cordoned off by more than 30 police
officers in anti-riot gear and all the patrons in the restaurant and bar, including himself, were
arrested and taken to the Harare police station. He was told that there was a video circulating
on social media in which he was demonstrating in the streets. He was not shown the video.
After about 2 hours, he and all the other suspects were released.
On 17 February 2021, Haruzivishe was arrested at gunpoint.191 He was subsequently detained at
Harare Central Police Station where he was charged with kidnapping, as defined in section 93
(1) of the Criminal Code or, alternatively, participating in a gathering with the intent to promote
violence, breach of peace or bigotry as defined in section 37(1) of the Code. The charge of
kidnapping emanated from a protest on 15 October 2020 at Impala Car Rental company.
Students gathered to protest against the involvement of an Impala Car Rental vehicle in the
abduction of Tawanda Muchehiwa and the company’s alleged failure to publicly share
information regarding the abductors. During the protest, the protestors allegedly locked the
doors to the building while workers were inside.
188 Article 10(2)(a) of the ICCPR.
189 S v Haruzivishe & Moyo unreported case CRB 2450/20, S v Haruzivishe unreported case CRB 2165/21.
190 Zimbabwe Lawyers for Human Rights “Court Ends Haruzivishe’s Detention Over Public Violence Charges” [Statement/alert]
7 February 2020 available at https://kubatana.net/2020/02/07/court-ends-haruzivishes-detention-over-public-violencecharges/.
191 “Free Mako Protests in Harare” ZimEye 26 February 2021 available at https://www.zimeye.net/2021/02/26/free-makoprotest-in-harare/.
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Upon Haruzivishe’s arrest on 17 February 2021, the police also invoked two outstanding
warrants of arrest against him. He was charged with criminal nuisance for allegations that he
had spray-painted gates and security walls at the Zimbabwe Electoral Commission; with
participating in a gathering with intent to promote public violence as defined in section 37 of
the Code; and with contravening COVID-19 Regulations.
On 19 February 2021, Haruzivishe’s lawyers, deployed by ZLHR, challenged the legality of his
arrest on the grounds that the arresting officers had refused to identify themselves to him,
blindfolded, and assaulted him. The court upheld the arrest and proceeded to grant the
prosecution a warrant of further detention. Haruzivishe was also denied bail.
On 31 March 2021, Haruzivishe was convicted of public violence and resisting arrest relating to
the 5 February 2020 “whistling protest”, and sentenced to a 36 month prison sentence (with 16
months suspended, 20 months effective imprisonment).192 He appealed the decision and was
granted bail pending appeal on 14 July 2021. However, he was kept in prison having been
denied bail in relation to the Impala protest “kidnapping” charges.
From early 2021, Makomborero repeatedly demanded that he be given trial dates in the case
relating to the kidnapping and participating in a gathering with the intent to promote violence,
breach of peace or bigotry charges, for the October 2020 Impala Car Rental protest, as the state
continued to delay the trial. His applications for refusal of further remand were however
denied. He was finally granted bail by the High Court and released on 3 January 2022, having
spent 10 months in detention. His cases are still pending.
The above cases are a mere snapshot of cases of HRDs arbitrarily arrested and detained in retaliation for
exercising their constitutional rights. Many other ordinary citizens have been arrested and detained for
criticising public officials, participating in peaceful protests and, in some instances, for merely wearing
opposition political party regalia. As the country prepares for by-elections in March 2022, and the general
elections in 2023, ZLHR is concerned that the criminal justice system will continue to be misused as a tool of
repression.

192 Zimbabwe Lawyers for Human Rights “Haruzivishe to appeal against ‘whistleblowing’ conviction and 36 month-long
imprisonment” 6 April 2021 available at https://www.zlhr.org.zw/?p=2339. See also Whiz L “Makomborero Haruzivishe
faces up to 20 years in jail after double conviction” ZimLive 1 April 2021 available at https://www.zimlive.com/
2021/04/01/makomborero-haruzivishe-faces-up-to-20-years-in-jail-after-double-conviction/; Mazingaizo S “Zimbabwe
activist Makomborero Haruzivishe jailed for 14 months” DispatchLive 6 April 2021 available at
https://www.dispatchlive.co.za/africa/2021-04-06-zimbabwe-activist-makomborero-haruzivishe-jailed-for-14-months/.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion and Recommendations

7.1 Conclusion
Human rights defenders play a fundamental role in a participatory democracy by holding those
in power accountable, providing assistance to victims of rights violations, and supporting the
state in the delivery of its socio-economic rights obligations. Zimbabwe has a vibrant civil
society, with resilient HRDs who have sought, at great personal cost, to exercise their roles to
support victims of rights violations, increase civic education and raise awareness, as well as to
hold the government to account on issues of weak governance, corruption and mismanagement
of public resources.
The Constitution of Zimbabwe guarantees fundamental rights, including the right to freedom of
expression, association and peaceful assembly, as well as the right to petition the government.
These are rights which enable citizens to individually and collectively engage in matters of their
governance. In addition, Zimbabwe is a party to several regional and international treaties,
obliging the state to respect, protect, promote and fulfil these rights. Despite these protections,
and promises made by the government of Zimbabwe as a “new dispensation” to usher in
political reforms, since 2018, the government of Zimbabwe has failed to live up to its promises.
ZLHR, as an organisation providing direct assistance to HRDs, has witnessed the systematic
closing of civic space in Zimbabwe with HRDs, as frontline defenders of citizens’ rights, facing
relentless persecution and prosecution. Through a multitude of repressive tactics, including
physical attacks and abductions, excessive use of force against protesters, arbitrary arrest,
prolonged pre-trial detentions and trials, online and print media smear attacks, as well as the
application or enactment of repressive legislation, the government has created a hostile
environment that is not conducive for HRDs to engage in their legitimate human rights work.
The Zimbabwean government must refrain from viewing defenders as “enemies of the state” or
regime change agents and, instead, recognise the role that defenders play in contributing
towards a peaceful, just and functioning society that is beneficial for all.

7.2 Recommendations
The Zimbabwe Lawyers for Human Rights makes the following recommendations to the
Government of Zimbabwe (GoZ):


Acknowledge the contributions, importance and rights of HRDs in a constitutional
democracy through ensuring that fundamental rights are freely exercised in a manner that
is consistent with the Constitution.
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Guarantee a free, safe and conducive environment for everyone exercising or seeking to
exercise his or her human rights, such as expressing dissent, and in which people with
divergent political views can conduct their activities without reprisals.



Ensure that no one is criminalised for exercising their constitutional rights, nor subjected to
threats, harassment, persecution, intimidation and reprisals.



Repeal legislation that is inconsistent with the Constitution, particularly any affecting the
exercise of fundamental rights and freedoms, and undertake a comprehensive reform of
legislation related to the security services.



Repeal restrictive provisions in the Maintenance of Peace and Order Act, in particular
sections 58, 10, 12, 13, 15, 16 and 18; and repeal sections 22, 31, 33 and 37 of the Criminal
Law Code.



Cease arbitrary arrests, malicious prosecutions and pre-trial detention of human rights
defenders for their lawful human rights work.



Withdraw all criminal charges and release HRDs and individuals arrested for exercising
their rights.



Ensure the independence of the judiciary and give effect to the rule of law.



Repeal constitutional amendments to the 2013 Constitution increasing executive powers
and reducing public accountability in the appointment, promotion and extension of tenure
of judges and the Prosecutor General.



Cease the systematic referral of human rights defender cases to the Anti- Corruption Unit of
the Criminal Magistrates Courts, the arbitrary denial of bail to human rights defenders, and
the detention of pre-trial detainees in maximum security prisons.



Ensure that prisons, police cells and other places of detention are maintained to
international human rights standards, including guaranteeing the right to dignity.



Take measures to provide human rights training for all law enforcement officers on how to
manage assemblies and the use of non-violent means to control crowds.



Operationalise section 210 of the Constitution to establish an independent complaints
mechanism to ensure accountability of members of the security services who violate human
rights by establishing an independent oversight body.



Cease issuing denigrating and threatening statements against civil society organisations,
human rights defenders and victims of human rights violations.



Abandon the Private Voluntary Organisations Amendment Bill, 2021, and adopt legislation
conducive to a less restrictive and more enabling operating environment for CSOs.



Abolish restrictive legislative and other measures against legitimate activities of NGOs and
adopt legislation to domesticate the UN Declaration on Human Rights Defenders.



Take measures to address online hate speech.
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Ratify the Convention against Torture and its Optional Protocol; the International
Convention for the Protection of All Persons from Enforced Disappearances and its
Optional Protocol; and the Optional Protocol to the International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights.



Adopt national legal instruments to abolish torture and enforced disappearances.



Conduct impartial and fair investigations of cases of assault, torture and enforced
disappearances and prosecute perpetrators.
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